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Let’s all cast a new eye on angling together...

Angling means different things to different 
people. Some are happy to just sit outside by 
water, relax and take it all in - if a fish comes 
along it is certainly a bonus. Then there are those 
amongst us who are driven by something else, 
a burning desire to catch fish every time they 
venture out;  failure to briefly merge the worlds 
above and below the water is not an option. 
Neither of these two philosophies are right nor 
wrong. What you take from your fishing trips 
is entirely personal and this is one of the many 
reasons why our pastime is so unique.

Like many of you,I love Spring more than any 
other time of the year. Nature is awakening and 
we usually get to witness this more than anyone 
else. In April and May, especially, the fishing for 
a wide diversity of species is becoming more 
productive and it is often difficult to pick just one 
to target when the chance arises! Sea, coarse, 
game - no amount of lifetimes would be enough 
to fully enjoy all the fishing that is on offer. Still, it 
will be fun trying!

New this issue is our Exposure photo 
competition, where you can show off your skills 
with a camera. Angling is full of so many magic 
moments and I think it is nice to capture at 
least some of them. Clearly, many of you feel 
the same, as it was very difficult in choosing our 
first winners! The standard was superb and I 
am already eagerly looking forward to the next 
Exposure competition!

As you should expect by now, we have many 
different aspects of angling covered in this issue 
- from wrasse, triggerfish, pike, carp, Sea trout, 
kayaks and adventure angling to canals, bream, 
salmon, match angling and tackle reviews. Where 
else would you find that range of content?!

Until next time, enjoy
Bill Brazier, Editor

The boring fine print

The production of this digital publication and its placement online 
automatically signifies that all written, photographic and recorded 
media material exist under copyright towards Off the Scale and its 
contributors. No material herein may be reproduced in any form 
without the explicit permission of Off the Scale. 
The views expressed by contributors within the publication are not 
necessarily those held by Off the Scale.

About our page navigation

Navigating through the magazine is easy! 
Simply click or tap on the white buttons at the 
bottom of each page. 

First page
Previous

Contents Last page
Next

The finest gift you can give to any 
fisherman is to put a good fish 
back, and who knows if the fish 
that you caught isn’t someone 
else’s gift to you?

Lee Wulff
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THE WRASSE

There are multiple species found 
around our coastline, for example 
Ballan, Cuckoo, Corkwing and Goldsinny, 
but for this article I am focusing on the 
most prolific - the mighty Ballan! They 
can grow in excess of 7lb but a fish of 
this size is a rarity from the shore. Off 
the rocks fish of 4 - 5 lb are definitely 
achievable. However, for these bullies of 
the kelp size doesn’t matter… their large 

spade-shaped tail allows them to really 
dig deep and fight hard no matter what 
their proportions. Even a modest 1 or 
2lb fish will fight well above its weight.

It is widely known that wrasse will eat 
marine worms and crabs but they will 
also predate on shrimps, blennies, 
gobies and sand eels to name just a 
few, making their diet quite varied. 
Though despite this diverse range 
and aggressive nature, they have an 

extremely slow 
growth rate and 
are late maturing 
(frequently aged 
five to six years, 
often more) so it is 
important to look 
after the fish as 
much as possible 
and ensure they 
are all slipped back 
unharmed. 

If you are like me, 
then you may be 
fascinated by their 
wide range of colour 
schemes from darker 
greens, browns and 
coppers to bright 
reds and even blue 
and white spots - 
these fish certainly 
rank high in our most 
pretty sea dwelling 
creatures. 

Most of us associate the humble 
wrasse as a species which we target 
off the rocks in the summer using 
simple ledgered baits or a float setup. 
However, in recent years the concept 
of lure fishing for these multi-coloured 
steam trains has grown steadily and 
sparked off a whole new style of lure 
fishing around our coastlines. I have 
been nailing wrasse on lures now for 
about four years and along the way I 

have watched, listened, learned and 
adapted a lot from fellow anglers 
and online forums. At the same time, 
though, I have noticed that it is hard 
to get your hands on a basic guide for 
beginners. The purpose of this article is 
to give a few general pointers for those 
starting off in terms of what kit to 
use, likely looking spots and just some 
general hints and tips which I found 
helped me out when I started delving 
into the world of lure fishing for wrasse.

Ballan wrasse as easily 
one the most attractive fish 
around our coasts and are 
within the reach of everyone!
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THE TACKLE

So what sort of gear do you need to 
tackle these bad boys? Forget your old 
style, heavy spinning rods with mono; 
to get the most sport you will want a 
light, 7-8ft lure rod which casts around 
5-28g. This will allow for ultimate bite 
detection, a sporting fight and more 
than enough power to control larger 
fish. You don’t need to break the bank 
either to get started, brands such as 
HTO provide rods from around £30/€35 
but you can spend as little or as much 
as you like. Perhaps my two favourite 
wrassing rods are the Illex S 210 M 
Stalking Special (5-21g) and the Century 
HPR 7ft3” (3.5-25g) - both are light yet 
extremely powerful. 

     To balance these I would look at a 
small, fixed spool, front drag reel such as 
a Daiwa 2500 series or a Shimano 3000. 
I then load these with a low diameter, 
20lb braided mainline and then attach 
a 4-5ft, 20lb fluorocarbon leader using 
an improved Albright knot. The braid 
allows for maximum bite detection 
and the fluorocarbon acts as a rubbing 
leader against the abrasive edges of 
rocks etc. This is what I use for most of 
my scenarios and now it is time for the 
shiny part - to pick the rig and the lures!

RIG OPTIONS

I use two basic rigs for my wrasse 
fishing, the Texas and the Jika rig. I also 
use these for freshwater lure fishing 

when after species such as perch (which 
you may have seen in the last issue). 
The Texas rig, as the name suggests, 
emerged from the freshwater bass 
scene in America and it is simple and 
extremely versatile for all sorts of 
saltwater lure angling. To rig it up, 
simply take a cone shaped lead (we will 
discuss weights later), slide it onto your 
fluorocarbon leader, followed by a glass 
bead (optional) and finally tie on your 
chosen hook (see later) - I prefer to use 
a standard Uni (or grinner) knot for all 
my terminal tackle knots. 
This will give you a simple sliding weight 
which can be twitched, hopped or left 
static on the bottom, depending on the 
desired presentation. The glass bead is 
there to do two things: firstly, protect 

the knot from the lead and secondly 
to add attraction and vibration. As the 
lead slides towards the hook it will click 

emitting extra sound which will entice 
a curious wrasse to investigate further. 
And Ballan wrasse are very inquisitive 
creatures.

The Jika rig is a little more complex but 
is a very effective way of presenting 
creature-style lures - for example 
crawfish or shrimps - due to the way 
the hook sits in context to the weight. 
To set up simply take your wide gape 
hook and attach a split ring to the eye, 
now attach a bomb shaped lead to the 
split ring. The hook should now be fixed 
to the weight via the split ring and the 
mainline can be tied again using a Uni 
knot to the split ring. 

This rig is perfect for pitching lures tight 
to specific structure e.g. in boulders or 
into a gully. It can also be used to deadly 
effect for slowly retrieving paddle tails 
along the bottom. 

The simple Texas rig. A glass 
bead hitting the lead cone adds 
a ‘click’ factor into your set up, 
increasing attraction to fish

A Jika rig accounted 
for this stunning 
Alderney wrasse 
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LURES - 
SIZE, PROFILE AND COLOUR

This one is a little bit of a minefield due 
to the massive selection available on the 
market but I will try and break it down into 
a few simple categories. First, lets start 
with size; I tend to use lures ranging from 
3 to 4.5 inches and rarely go beyond 5” as 
I find you will just get tail nips and failed 
hook ups on anything larger. This, then, 
should narrow things down a little in terms 
of lure choice. Next is profile; I have given 
this a bit of thought and think it is best to 
break it down into three basic categories:

1. Senkos

These are rather innocuous, stick like 
looking lures which at a first glance have no 
obvious action but believe me they work! 
They are great when fished on a Texas rig 
and twitched with intermittent pauses. 
YUM, ZMAN and Gary Yamamoto are all 

examples of the classic senko design.

2. Paddle Tails 

Self-explanatory really. They are lures 
which have a tail that vibrates and wobbles 
as it moves through the water. These are 
great when worked on a very slow and 
steady retrieve as the tail vibrations draws 
the wrasse closer. Some of the better 
examples include Fiiish Black Minnow, 
Molix RA Shad and Illex I Shad Tails.

3. Creatures 

These represent a wide range of 
crustaceans like shrimps, crabs, prawns 
and various other bottom dwellers. This 
style of lure works well when fished on 
a Jika rig and tight among boulders and 
rocks, where these critters naturally 
inhabit. The Z Man Punch CrawZ, Yabby 
Craw and Molix Caleo Craw are all good 
examples.

‘Creature style’ lures, 
like this Molix Caleo 
Crawfish are best when 
fished along the sea 
bed, where they would 
naturally hang out

Wrasse love paddle tails!
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     As with all lure fishing all over the 
world, colour is a much debated topic 
among wrasse anglers. The best piece 
of advice I could give is carry as many 
variations as you can. Start off with dark 
browns, greens and blacks and then 
build the collection to include purples, 
reds and two toned colours. Wrasse 
are quite colour selective and have the 
reputation for changing their preference 
in a heart beat so be prepared to 
change and experiment to find out what 
they want on any given day.

BOULDERS, GULLIES AND 
LEDGES

When seeking out likely wrasse 
hotspots, you need to scrap your pre-
conceptions and start from scratch. I 
wasted a lot of time at the start trying 
deep water and in reality, you will have 
the most success between a depth 
of 2-12ft. Wrasse will lie in extremely 
shallow water; it is a hard concept to 
get your head around but bear with me. 
For example, if you have a large boulder 
field which is full of weed and mussels 
at low water it may be virtually dry but 
as the tide turns and starts to flood, 
wrasse will move in and begin to graze 
and forage.

Gullies and cracks in rocks are always 
a great spot to look as the structure 
you see above the waters surface often 
continues below. Gullies also provide 
shelter from swells which wrasse aren’t 
too fussed on either ... huge swells tend 

to force them either into gullies or out 
to deeper water where the swell is less 
prominent. 

Steps and rock ledges again provide the 
ideal spot for wrasse to lurk in search of 
food using the labyrinth of crevices and 
holes to lie and ambush an unsuspecting 
goby or blenny. 

Kelp forests tend to hold a lot of fish but 
are often very tricky to present a lure in 
due to their dense nature, often making 
the lure hard to locate for a hungry 
wrasse. Working around the margins of 

these however can tempt 
them out from their hiding 
spots and induce a strike.

Don’t give them 
an inch!

When wrasse fishing I like 
to use a very tight drag, 
allowing the fish virtually 
no room to take any line 
from the spool. Firstly, it 
prevents the fish diving for 
cover, lodging itself under 
the nearest boulder and 
snapping you off. Secondly, 
it is epic fun absorbing 
the brutality of the fight 
through the rod with no 
give in the reel - you feel 
every single head shake, 
smash of the tail and 
because you aren’t into big 

prolonged fights 
the fish will be 
landed with plenty 
of energy and will 
return fast and in 
tip-top shape. 

With this style of 
fishing you need 
to make sure that 
your knots are well 
tied and tested 
and that you use 
very strong, high 
quality hooks. 
At the moment I 

Boulder fields are ideal 
wrasse habitats

Size doesn’t matter!
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am using a make called OMTD which 
falls under the Molix (an Italian lure 
manufacturer) brand as I find their 
hooks second to none for strength and 
quality. I have yet have a fish bend one 
out and I have seen wrasse to over 5lb 
being landed on them - worth checking 
out.

AGGRESSION OR FEEDING? 

I just want to leave you with a little 
food for thought and see what sort of 
conclusions you come to as it is quite a 
grey area. In respect of the aggression 
or feeding question, there is no real 
black and white evidence to suggest 
either is the case - lots of anglers 
have different theories regarding the 
behaviour of wrasse when it comes to 
hitting lures. 

We know that they do hunt and eat 

anglers can go out and enjoy targeting the 
same species and yet have two completely 
different thoughts or reflections based on 
their experiences! It makes it interesting 
when it comes to chatting with fellow 
anglers and sharing our own unique 
encounters. 

So, next time you fancy wetting a line, 
don’t overlook the wrasse, especially for all 
you bass anglers out there who probably 
already have a set up which will be perfectly 
suited for the job. Give it a bash and see for 
yourself what it is all about! 

crustaceans and small rock fish so it is safe 
to conclude they will eat similar-profiled 
lures. However, other times, especially 
during the late spring to summer spawning 
season, wrasse are highly territorial and 
dominance plays a large role in their pecking 
order. Often rattles, glass beads and paddle 
tails provide an annoyance factor which we 
can only assume provokes the wrasse into 
striking. 

Maybe you will have your own thoughts 
and opinions but this is what I love about 
our beloved sport -  the fact that several 

Big wrasse hit lures too! 
Here is Fruzsina with a 
superb 5lb+ wrasse caught 
recently on a soft plastic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icPB-U0TNic&t=3s
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http://www.fishonlures.co.uk
http://http://www.fishonlures.co.uk/brand/molix/
http://http://www.fishonlures.co.uk
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The Off the Scale angling photography competition is here!

Angling is about so much more than just catching fish. It is the other moments 
experienced whilst by the water that often live longest in our memories. Strange 
occurrences, funny goings on, nature at it’s most beautiful or dangerous; this is what 
we are all privileged to when out fishing. 

Have you captured one of these amazing moments through a lens? Or even on your 
phone? Well then, why not enter your chosen shot into our Exposure competition for 
a chance of winning some great prizes?!

Send your image (one per person) with a few details including the camera used to 
editor@offthescaleangling.ie or send us a message on Facebook or Twitter. In the 
interest of fairness, heavily-edited or filtered images will not be accepted.

Happy snapping! 

We have had some incredible images submitted for this issues 
Exposure competition - a massive thank you and well done to all 
entrants! 

It was incredibly difficult to pick the top three prize winners but we 
have finally decided. All three anglers will receive a signed copy 
of Matt Hayes’ fabulous angling photography book ‘Fisheye’ and 
the winner has also earned themselves a fantastic €50 tackle 
voucher from our friends at Fishing Tackle Ireland! Wow!

Please flick over to the next page to see a slideshow of some 
excellent angling-related photographs and to see our Issue 3 
winners!

There are always new 
places to go fishing. 
For any fisherman, 
there’s always a new 
place, always a new 
horizon.
Jack Nicklaus

Photograph credit: Glenn Steele

http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie
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Click to activate slideshow
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Salmon fishing at the 
Burn Estate

By Paul Kay
Photography: Horizon Photography
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We arrived at The Burn House on 
Sunday afternoon after a flight through 
clear blue skies from Dublin and the 
first glance at Scotland’s River North 
Esk from the road bridge filled us with 
delight, as the water level was perfect. 2 
feet above summer average and slightly 
coloured, it ran through the rock and 
woodlands and flowed away into the 
valley below.

     The drive up to The Burn House itself 
is full of wonderful sights, especially 
on such a bright and sunny day as you 
pass through ancient forests, newly 
manicured lawns with colourful, 
landscaped gardens and then the house 
comes into view. It’s quite imposing the 
first time you see it as it stands perfect 
as it did when it was first built, solid, 
clean-cut stone, sentinel-like with the 
pillars at the reception hall lending it a 
very grand feel. 

     We’ve been coming here to fish 
since 1988, some productive weeks, 
some not so but always a pleasure to 
fish the river some 300 metres away 
in the woods. You can hear the roar 
of the falls through the woods from in 
front of the house. We moved into the 
fisherman’s apartment in the eaves of 
the house and immediately set up the 
rods, trout fly rod, salmon fly rod and a 
spinning rod to tackle the ever-changing 
conditions of the North Esk.

     Our initial foray down to the river 

boosted out morals even further, as 
there were salmon everywhere, some 
sea trout and you could hear the 
splashes of leaping salmon and see 
fish moving from pool to pool so we 
were sure we were in for a good week’s 
fishing.

     After a few drinks in the nearby town 
of Edzell, we went to bed reasonably 
early to catch first light and hopefully a 
fish or two. 
     
     My daily journal reads as follows:

Monday
04.00 Headache from the drinks the night before but full of excitement. Hardly 
went dark, maybe for an hour or so. An early morning chorus from woodland 
birds over a brief breakfast and red skies lit the halls and galleries of the old 
house. 
Fished till 11.00. Dave lost a fish and had a couple follow the lure. Very 
positive!
19.15 to the river and fished in the pouring rain until 22.40. The river is 
rising. Fish everywhere, it’s a little frustrating. A small bat kept chasing my fly 
as I cast.
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Monday
04.00 Headache from the drinks the night before but full of excitement. Hardly 
went dark, maybe for an hour or so. An early morning chorus from woodland 
birds over a brief breakfast and red skies lit the halls and galleries of the old 
house. 

Fished till 11.00. Dave lost a fish and had a couple follow the lure. Very 
positive!

19.15 to the river and fished in the pouring rain until 22.40. The river is 
rising. Fish everywhere, it’s a little frustrating. A small bat kept chasing my fly 
as I cast.

Tuesday
Rained all night and awakened by my horrible little alarm at 03.00, which 
was turned off and reset for 06.00. After wood-like muesli and toast, we set 
off back down to the river and fished The Loups Pools and Sandbed Pool. 
Sea trout abound as the river now flows 3 feet above average summer level. 
Dark water and swirling currents give slight glimpses of silver shapes passing 
through the deep channels and cauldrons.

Fished until 12.00 and the rising river looks perfect. A steak pie and a couple 
of cold beers in Fettercairn, which is about 4 or 5 miles away. We are back to 
the river at 17.00 and fished until dusk (about 22.15), and no interest from any 
fish. Tomorrow will bring better conditions, as the level of water in the river 
will fall.
 

Wednesday
Had 2 Sea Trout and a nice sized Brown Trout. Kingfishers flying like 
Tornados through the Glen, flashes of colours not normal in nature. I had 
another Brown Trout, possibly the smallest in the river system. After the 04.00 
start to the day with brilliant red sky, I’m feeling a bit tired as there’s some 
bird, loudly feeding her chicks in one of the chimney pots above my room. 
Horrid piping noise! 
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Fished until 13.00 with no more interest from the fish but some from a Red 
Squirrel that seemed quite friendly.

I’ve seen some very big fish in the pools below the falls. Back fishing at 17.30 
and I lost a fish! It snapped at my lure (a black and gold Toby) but didn’t hook. 
River still falling, as is the rain again. 21.40 and time to call it a day as we 
could still pop down to the pub in Edzell village for a couple.

Thursday
Bad night’s sleep again as that bird (an Oystercatcher I believe) is again 
doing whatever it was doing the other night. I don’t like this bird and I will try 
and throw things at it later. Looking forward to seeing my wife, Alison who is 
arriving tomorrow. 

08.00 start, and must remember to close the window this evening. After hot 
coffee and cereal that resembles Pot Pourri, back to the North Esk. My legs 
and back are stiff with all the exercise over the past few days and sitting in 

funny positions on the rocks by the water. Hope we have a fish today. Fished 
solidly until 15.00. Really hot today so need to rethink my ‘Country Gent’ look 
as the wax cotton isn’t helping my cooling system and sitting by Sandbed Pool, 
I can imagine being in the Med somewhere although there are probably fewer 
midges in the Med. Budweiser and Spam for lunch so yes, we are running out 
of supplies and need to restock.

At last! 21.40 and Dave landed a fresh run, sea-liced fish of about 7 pounds 
and returned it carefully to the strong currents to carry on with the journey. 
Not as many fish showing now so I’ll take a walk to the lie I know holds fish. 
It doesn’t hold fish after all. Took some snaps of the countryside and the house 
in between kicking myself for not having the camera with me for the first fish 
we had.

Need to have a wash.

Friday
Alison arrives today. Yippee!

Managed to rise at the unearthly hour of 03.00. Trembling with excitement as 
we make our way once more down to the river. A beautiful morning light is 
filtering through the trees in the woods.

Water levels have dropped so much, you could step over the river in places. 
We had a couple of nice Brown Trout, about a pound and a half each. More 
photos and I need to recharge my batteries (camera ones too). A ‘continental’ 
breakfast of eggs, Spam, beans and Spam.

My beautiful wife Alison (she’ll read this too) arrives and we lunch in one of 
the local pubs where the food is fantastic. Later, we fish on until the twilight 
and I landed a fish of about 6-7 pounds (see photo), once again on a Toby (not 
sure what colour now) from the Coffin Pool. 

There are still many fish running upstream and as the week draws to a close, 
we begin to dismantle rods not used, after, of course, one or two drinks. 
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Saturday
My fishing partner and friend of many years leaves this morning with a 6-hour 
drive south, ahead of him. More fishing in the afternoon but with the level so 
low and only a few fish showing, I think I’ll call it a day once more. 

Alison is with me by the river and the birds are singing, the river’s flowing and 
the air is cooling as the afternoon wears on. 

Sunday 
The Burn House Open Day: Alison plays wonderful piano in the music room 
(on a slightly out-of-tune overstrung) and sends echoes down the corridors, 
resounding from the high ceilings and walls, charming the guests and staff 
gathered to listen and watch. 

I run the Tombola stand.

The day went very well and raised money for Unicef.

Out for dinner with Jo and Andy and had a ball. Will miss Andy when he 
leaves next week.

Monday 
We flew back to Dublin at lunchtime. I have had such a wonderful week!

The Burn House is a place I won’t forget, I will book my week year after 
year whether or not we catch fish. It’s not just about the fishing but there’s 
something special about this place, magical and delightful and the only way 
that I could convey this to the reader is by saying visit the place, feel the 
warmth and peace there. In a gazebo in the grounds there’s a little sign, which 
reads:

“Enjoy the view of the house, the sky, the birds, the trees, the peace and the 
quiet. Stop for a while and listen to the burn as it flows past and listen to your 
self. Enjoy this wonderful place and its special aura - ¬its Burn Balm”.

I couldn’t have put it better myself!

This article was kindly reproduced from Paul Kay’s personal blog
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All it takes is one bite...
Words & photography: Bill Brazier
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I wrote the following piece about the 
trials and tribulations of a day’s pike 
fishing in the depths of this past winter. 
However, the setting and the species 
targeted is almost irrelevant; the moral 
of the story applies, I feel, to all angling 
whatever the fish, wherever the venue, 
whenever the trip is taken. Our wonderful 
pastime can be (and let’s face it, often 
is!), a veritable rollercoaster of emotions. 
It is a journey we, as anglers, all share and 
I, for one, never wish it to end... 

It had taken me almost a week to 
recover but, as the sun rose on a 
bitterly cold, icy winter’s morning, I 
arrived in the very swim where I had 
lost a huge pike on my last outing. I 
was keen to settle the score today. The 
last fish I hooked here was, by a long 
way, the most powerful example of 
Esox lucius I had ever had to fortune to 
connect with, however brief. She gave 
a tentative bite and slowly made off 
with my popped up dead roach only 
to demonstrate such raw, ferocious 

and explosive power when I wound 
down and struck. I have never, ever 
felt anything like it. The battle was 
short lived and very one sided. I did at 
least gain some line back but, once she 
neared the sharp drop-off to which I 
had cast, the fish dove deeper, creating 
a worryingly acute angle between me 
and it before the hooks, despairingly, 
fell out. I was left shaking and was still 
nervous when I returned this morning. 
Would I get a second chance at landing 
the monster?
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     I managed to get set up half an hour 
after sunrise. Later than planned but 
I simply could not refuse to wander 
around, camera in hand, and admire 
the truly beautiful setting I found myself 
in. The sunrise was spectacular. The 
mist-veiled lake looked magnificent. The 
heavy frost sparkled. The marginal cat-
ice was a kaleidoscope of greys, whites 
and blues. The scene was serene. It is 
rare for anyone else other than anglers 
to experience these natural wonders 
on a regular basis. I felt so lucky to be 
there. And I was.

     In a bankside pool, two dead baits 
soon thawed enough to hook and 
position past the steep drop-off. Being 
a modest cast and with the water level 
up a foot on last week, chest waders 
made the job easier but no less cold! I 
had relearnt from the previous trip (it’s 
always the hard way…) to incorporate 
sunken floats into my ledger rigs, to 
keep the mainline well up off the 
bottom, away from snags, and maybe, 
just maybe, give me the smallest 
advantage if I was again lucky enough to 
hook into a beast.

     The lake remained flat calm all 
morning except for some crazy roach 
which appeared to be feeding on the 
surface in over 35ft of water. I watched 
intently for possible pike strikes, ready 
to recast a float rod and suspended bait 
to it, but none happened, not that I saw 
anyway. In truth the only action in my 
swim came from a small flock of Great 

Tits, who frantically raced around from bush 
to tree searching for some food in the still 
frosty ground. The small yellow flowers of 
the gorse bushes provided the only drop 
of colour in the bleached landscape. Those 
and my motionless bite indicators!

     After lunch, with my body refueled to 
combat Jack Frost, I made an executive 
decision. My feet were now itchy and I 

needed to change swims. I had fished 
through what I suspected to be the best 
‘bite time’ in this area and nothing had 
happened, despite my best efforts. It was a 
difficult choice given the fish that I latched 
into last week – after all it may still be 
nearby – but sometimes in life, especially 
in fishing, you just have to trust your gut 
instinct. I felt a better chance of catching a 
pike lay somewhere else today.  
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     That somewhere else 
wasn’t all that far away. 
After a bit of a clamber 
through some dense, 
flooded undergrowth, 
through a few fields 
and across a mini-bog, 
I arrived in my second 
swim. Previous sessions 
in the boat, complete 
with echo sounder, had 
confirmed that this area, 
like the first, featured 
a series of drop offs 
and steep slopes with 
enough depth to hold 
lots of prey fish in such 
chilly periods. However, 
almost as I cast out, my 
optimism dissipated and 
suddenly I didn’t hold 
much confidence in this 
swim. I can’t explain 
exactly why, but I just 
didn’t ‘feel’ a bite was 
on the cards here either.

     Restlessly, I fished for 
an hour or more, until I 
felt the meagre warmth 
from the sun diminish as 
another incredibly short 
winter’s day drew to a 
close. Of course I was, 
as always, delighted 
to be fishing but I was 
also, at the same time, 
frustrated that I hadn’t 
managed to interest a 

pike. I was cold and I was annoyed at 
myself for a) having moved and b) not 
having moved to a better swim! I am 
very self-critical like that in my angling. 
It had taken a week to gather enough 
courage to return to resume my hunt 
for a giant predator. All the build up to 
today, the thinking, the dreaming, the 
planning, the considerable expense, and 
it was all looking like another blank was 
on the cards.

     In a last ditch attempt to salvage 
a result and to avoid 
another fruitless day in fish 
catching terms, I moved 
swims again. To my right 
lay a small, relatively 
shallow bay, one which 
I had walked around to 
get to my ‘saviour’ swim.  
Typically of the lake, it was 
reed fringed with old dead 
lily beds in the edge. The 
bottom was silty (again, 
realised through work with 
the boat) and although the 
marginal slope fell away 
quickly, much of the bay 
struggled to reach 15ft. 
Possibly a few bait fish 
may be holed up in there? 
I thought it was probably 
too shallow for a big fish 
given the conditions but 
I hoped I may have the 
chance of a small ‘jack’ by 
fishing in shallower water 
near the reed beds. That 

would make the day; just one small fish, 
one fleeting encounter. With this in 
mind I deliberately grabbed the smallest 
roach I had with me (four inches), 
swapped to a trace with a pair of size 
8 barbless trebles and lobbed it into a 
reedy corner. The other bait remained 
a herring and was fished in the deepest 
water I knew of in the bay.

Dusk was rapidly approaching. I had 
very little of the session left before 
darkness began its 14-hour grip. 
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Not to say that pike don’t feed after 
dark, but in my (admittedly limited) 
experience it takes certain conditions 
and situations for this to happen 
regularly. My mood was becoming 
increasingly dejected. I had now not 
landed a pike of any description in 
quite a while and was questioning 
whether it was even worth fishing this 
lake from the shore any more. A boat 
gives you access to 
infinitely more water 
and features and, 
undoubtedly, when 
it comes to pike at 
least, is often almost 
essential to maintain 
decent catches. Not 
having the luxury of 
owning, or the funds 
to obtain, a suitable 
boat meant I was 
usually limited to the 
bankside. Inevitably, 
it makes you more 
static and your 
fishing (or rather, 
catching) more 
sporadic.

     It was one of 
those times when I 
really did not want 
to pack up. I was so 
determined to see a 
pike today and yet I 
was also resigned to 
the fact that I wasn’t 
going to. I sat and 

prayed to the angling Gods but I knew I 
was onto a loser. It just wasn’t going to 
happen for me today. But then… it did!

     Reluctantly, I had already started 
to put away the gear. Twenty yards 
behind me, from the hump I stood on 
and across the flooded field, I heard 
a noise but, at first, I didn’t recognise 
it. In fact, I think my despondency 

drowned it out. As I broke down one of 
my two rods, I heard a noise again. This 
time I turned round and in the twilight 
saw the bright blue L.E.D on my last 
remaining bite alarm lit up. It still took 
two or three seconds to register that I 
was, incredibly, at the very last minute, 
getting a take! I dropped everything and 
splashed through the rushes as quickly 
as I could. All the while the buzzer 
continued to beep as a pike moved off 
with my tiny 4” bait. I struck as soon as 
I got to the rod, none of this pausing 
and waiting nonsense so many people 
seem to recommend when piking. 
The rod took it usual curve and then it 
curved round some more, a lot more! 
The fish had run out of bay so began to 
swim towards me, right to left and out 
into open water. It stayed deep and felt 
a good fish, although any fish would 
have been a good fish now. I could not 

believe that I had managed a take so 
late in the day. Honestly, I was perhaps 
only 60 seconds away from reeling the 
rod in!

     I guess like most of you, I usually 
have a weight estimate flying around 
in my head during most battles with 
unseen fish. I don’t know why because 
personally the weight of my prize is 
often completely irrelevant. This one 
felt “a good low double, around 12lb 
or so”, I thought to myself. Given the 
time of year, darkness had arrived 
like a switch had been flicked and 
though I could still see roughly where 
the fish was, I couldn’t actually see it 
until it was right under the rod tip. A 
big head surfaced and I thought “yes, 
definitely a twelve-pounder!” In the 
cold water she hadn’t fought that hard 
(thankfully!) and glided into the net at 
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the second time of asking. As usual for 
me, my heart went into overdrive and 
I punched the air with delight at the 
capture. My head torch was packed 
away (it was light enough to see when 
I intended to go home) so I secured the 
net with a bank stick, giving the pike a 
rest, and fetched it. On 
my return, as I jumped 
and skipped through the 
field, it struck me that 
the pike looked a bit long 
for a 12lb fish. And, on 
lifting the net onto the 
unhooking mat, it felt a 
bit heavy for a 12lb’er as 
well! Why I had notion of 
my reward weighing this 
weight I have absolutely 
no idea. Clearly, I would 
have been more than 
happy with a pike of that 
size…

     I unhooked her with 
minimal effort (early 
strike, lightly hooked) 
laughing at the fact that 
a decent fish had taken 
a bait intended for a 
small jack! I had already 
prepped the weighing 
equipment and placed 
her carefully into the 
wetted sling. It may 
be clichéd, but my jaw 
literally dropped when 
I lifted the scales. It 
flew past my (bizarrely) 

assumed 12lb and, with a shimmy from 
the fish, bounced over the magical 
twenty pound barrier before settling 
on just under eighteen and a half. As 
per last week, I was left shaking, albeit 
for a different reason on this occasion - 
delight!

     Suddenly, all negative thoughts 
exited my brain. Suddenly, the change 
of swims became worthwhile. Suddenly, 
confidence in my approach from the 
bank was redeemed. Instantly, I was 
overjoyed. Instantly, I was reminded 
once more that, no matter how much 

you think you know about fish, you 
never truly know what is going to 
happen in angling. In one moment the 
entire day had turned around, from one 
of discontent to one of sheer bliss.

All it takes is one bite...
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The world of kayak angling 
- Part 3: Kayak safety

By Gary Robinson
Photography: Gary Robinson & friends
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So far in this mini-series we have 
looked at the types of angling 
kayaks and the immediate 
accessories. After these items, 
most people wonder about 
what sort of equipment they 
should bring out fishing with 
them. There are no right or 
wrong answers to this and 
what one person may see as 
essential may be on the list of 
‘unnecessaries’ for another.  So 
with that in mind I would like 
to detail what I bring out with 
me and I would like to try and 
break that down into a list of 
haves, should haves and must 
haves. 

     Most people reading this are going 
to be familiar with what type of fishing 
gear catches what type of fish and 
where so for this piece I would like to 
focus on the kayak-specific gear. To 
leave the shore without some form of 
protective clothing, personal flotation 
device (PFD), some sort of signalling 
gear, some method of propulsion and 
sound knowledge of safety drills would 
be nothing short of madness and all 
automatically fall into the category of 
‘must have’. 

     Protective clothing for Irish and 
UK kayak fishing means wearing a 
drysuit. A drysuit will keep you dry 
should you go into the water, which 

will happen eventually. A drysuit allows 
you to wear your normal clothing 
underneath so it is a good idea to 
layer your undergarments according 
to the weather. More in winter, less in 
summer. A drysuit will keep you dry 
but your undergarments are what keep 
you warm. Irish and UK waters stay 
relatively cool throughout the year and 
the biggest killer at sea is hypothermia, 
not drowning, which is well worth 
bearing in mind when kitting yourself 
out for kayak fishing. I like to use suits 
from Palm Equipment but there are 
many fine options on the market. The 
important thing is to make sure that 
they fit well while still offering freedom 
of movement.

     A wetsuit will keep you 
somewhat warm when 
immersed in water but 
you will rapidly lose heat 
when you get out of the 
water and back onto the 
kayak. Wetsuits also result 
in profuse sweating which 
is never a good thing on 
the kayak. I do wear one 
occasionally when I am 
paddling out to snorkel 
and while a wetsuit would 
be an option for limited 
summer paddling, the 
drysuit is the far more 
appropriate option for year 
round kayak angling.

Personal Flotation Device (PFD) - ab-
solutely essential when on a kayak

Dry suits are a much better option for kayak fishing. 
They allow more movement and keep you warmer
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A personal flotation device (PFD) or 
lifejacket is another item that you 
cannot leave shore without. I think 
this item needs no explanation. There 
are many options on the market now 
ranging from cheap and basic to the 
top of the range. Again, I favour Palm 
Equipment and the Kaikoura model 
that they produce has multiple pockets 
for holding smaller items of tackle and 
signalling equipment as well as a space 
for a hydration bladder . PFD’s and 
what you want them for will vary from 
angler to angler but the most important 
thing to do is, like the drysuits, make 
sure you try one on and that it feels 
comfortable and still offers plenty of 
maneuverability.

Signalling gear should be carried in the 
event of an emergency and a mobile 
phone will just not be sufficient. I like 
to carry a battery powered, handheld 
VHF radio. It can be used for emergency 
calling and for listening in to incoming 
weather reports. When the weather 
kicks up, the sea gets lumpy and you are 
bobbing about on a small plastic boat a 
VHF radio becomes a very comforting 
thing to have on your possession! I 
also carry a set of mini flares which 
allow me to send up an aerial marker 
of my position, if or when a distress 
call ever needs to be made. A personal 
locator beacon (EPIRB) would also be 
a good supplement to these items as 
would a handheld GPS unit. I have 
not yet needed any of these items for 
emergency purposes but that is no 

excuse not to carry them! Better to be 
safe than sorry.

     Finally, one of the essentials is a 
backup method of propulsion. What 
happens if the paddle you are using 
either breaks or gets dropped? You 
are at the mercy of the winds and 
the tides. A spare has gotten a lot of 
people out of a lot of trouble in the 
past. Often overlooked, a spare paddle 

can be broken down and stored below 
deck until it is needed. Even with the 
propensity of more kayak anglers using 
motors, a spare paddle is always a good 
idea. Batteries fade and electronics 
can fail and the motoring kayak angler 
needs to bear in mind that a spare 
paddle can make all the difference 
between a happy ending and tragedy.

Knowledge of how to get out of a tricky 

situation is vitally important. Practice 
re-entering your kayak after capsizing in 
sheltered waters. Practice and practice 
it until you can perform the exercise 
easily. You do not want to be two miles 
out in a rough sea to then discover that 
you cannot get back onto the kayak 
through lack of practice. Know all of 
your safety equipment and how it works 
too.

Throwing a lure towards the lillies...
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A stove is one my kayak luxuries

     I think that explains the ‘must haves’. 
The ‘should haves’ are a list of items 
that, while not essential, it makes a 
lot of sense to carry them with you. 
Some will be self-explanatory, others 
maybe not. In addition to the essential 
gear mentioned above it would also be 
sensible to have an anchor kit, leashes, 
a knife, first aid kit, survival blanket, 
sun protection, water and food, stove, 
compass, torch, and navigation light. 
These items can be stored in a small 
watertight bag and tucked away.

I carry an anchor kit for fishing static 
baits. It can also double up as a device 
that will allow the paddler take a break 

in a strong tidal flow. If the flow is too 
much the anchor can be deployed 
until the flow subsides or help arrives. 
Anchoring from a kayak is a skill that 
takes practice to master and should not 
be attempted without plenty of practice 
in sheltered waters. Leashes allow the 
paddler to keep everything secured to 
the boat, ensuring that losses are kept 
to a minimum if there is a capsize. A 
knife is very handy to have attached to 
your PFD in the event of needing to get 
through ropes, leashes or fishing line in 
a hurry.

When fishing in this kind of isolation 
you must take every precaution 
necessary to ensure your safety

What lies 
beneath...

     A first aid kit and a survival blanket 
need no explanation. Sun protection in 
the form of sunscreen, a hat and sun, or 
better still polarised, glasses are a good 
idea. With a cool sea breeze blowing 
it can be very easy to pick up some 
sunburn, not noticing until it is already 
too late. Keep covered up in the sun 
and be mindful of the rays reflecting 
off the water too. Water and food also 
need no explanation and a small petrol 
or gas stove is a very useful addition 
to your kit, especially if you fish during 
the colder months. A compass can get 
you out of a tricky situation should 
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you get caught up in a coastal fog and 
torches and navigation lights should 
also be considered. You may not intend 
being out after dark but if you get 
caught short (which can happen to all 
of us) then you will need some sort of 
illumination.

 There is a host of items and 
gadgets that have been produced for 

the kayak fishing market. Some users 
will have their favourites; others will 
tell you that some of these items are 
unnecessary. After spending a few years 
on the water, I have worked out that 
these are the most prevalent items 
in the kit that I carry but by all means 
create your own list from your own 
experiences and requirements. Make 
sure you carry proper clothing, flotation 

devices, propulsion equipment, distress 
signalling items and the knowledge that 
comes with training and practice. After 
that the choice is yours but always make 
safety your number one concern.

     There is a misconception that 
kayak angling is a far more dangerous 
branch of the sport than most others 
but I do not agree with this idea. If 

approached properly, the sport is one 
of the safest that you could participate 
in. Just beware of the weather and 
the conditions, plan your day out 
accordingly and don’t forget to bring 
your common sense!!!! 

MUST HAVE ITEMS

• PFD
• Drysuit
• Signalling gear – VHF radio
• Personal locator beacon (EPIRB)
• Spare paddle

SHOULD HAVE ITEMS

• Anchor kit
• Leashes
• Knife
• First aid kit
• Survival blanket

• Sun protection
• Water and food
• Stove
• Compass
• Torch and navigation light
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By Michael Behan
Photography: Michael Behan 
& friends
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The Grand Canal opened in 1804 
and connected Shannon Harbour with 
Dublin as a trade route for distribution 
of goods and services throughout the 
country. In 1960 the last barge travelled 
this route, road transport having 
become a much faster and cheaper way 
for companies to distribute their goods 
around the country. From this point 
onwards, the Grand Canal ceased to be 
a commercial interest and began its life 
as a wildlife sanctuary, a walker’s haven 
and an anglers paradise. 

     When I was about 11 or 12 I was 
staying with my Aunt Angela and her 
husband James, a lock keeper, in their 
home in Robertstown. In a measure I’m 
sure was designed to try and occupy me 
long enough for James to get done what 
ever work needed doing, he retrieved 
an old rod and reel from his shed, a 
bucket and a loaf of bread and took 
me to the water just below the lock he 
tended. The sun was shining; it was a 
beautiful summers day and I can recall a 
sense of excitement that exploded into 
a shock of incredulous disbelief when, 
upon reaching the bankside, James 
began to throw pieces of bread into 
the water. The shimmering, darkened 
shapes of the shoal beneath began 
to coalesce into a mass of flitting, 
iridescent individuals; each one brighter 
than polished steel and with fins that 
glowed bright red against reflected 
sunlight as they pirouetted and danced, 
each taking a swipe at the particles of 

bread cascading  down around them.

     In awe, I watched as James squeezed 
a piece of bread onto the hook and 
cast out, the bubble float making a very 
pleasing plop as it hit and settled on 
the surface. Through gin-clear water 
the bread sank and no more than a 
couple of seconds in it was mobbed 
by fish, each darting in, tearing off a 
piece as it passed and pulling a tight 
turn to swing back for another turn 
until - bang!! The next fish in line 
inhaled the bread and the hook within, 

ensnaring itself! James handed me the 
rod, telling me to strike. I lifted into the 
rod, saw the float disappear below the 
surface and hung on for my life as the 
rod bucked and pulled, every muscle 
in my body attuned to the rhythm that 
was thrumming through my arms. I 
could not believe I was attached to 
something living, that I had helped 

catch. My eyes welled with tears as 
we lifted the fish up. We removed the 
hook and the fish was fine. In my hand 
it shone like a bar of silver, its red fins 
drew my eyes. James told me it was 
Roach. A Roach; my first rod and line 
caught fish. I have no idea how big it 
was, in my child’s mind it was colossal, 
but for those who are obsessed with 

numbers I would reckon a half pound. I 
held that fish in my hand, gently placing 
it in the bucket James had filled with 
water and I watched as it swam slow 
circles, content for now in the shade 
and back in the water. I don’t know 
exactly how many fish we caught; the 
Roach were obliging, the weather was 
kind and the bait was to their liking. 
Maybe two dozen in total and with each 
one, my heart soared a little higher, my 
brain caught fire and my life felt like 
it had changed forever. Watching the 
fish swim away lazily as the bucket was 
placed gently into the water I knew that 
I was lost and that fishing is where my 
heart would reside. Up to this it had 
been days spent around local ponds 
with my Father catching ‘pinkeen’s’ and 
watching all manner of documentary 
shows, especially where fish were 
involved.

     Not much has changed for me in the 
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twenty years or more since that day. 
Anyone who knows me, especially the 
editor of this magazine, can attest to 
the fact that I am not a very technical 
fisherman. I have used the same knot 
since it was shown to me by Eddie 
Maher, a neighbour from my teens who 
taught me everything I know about 
pike fishing. While I have flirted with 
technology and occasionally gotten 
caught up in the latest fads and angling 
trends, I don’t like them. They leave a 
bad taste in my mouth and, to me at 
least, they just distract from the main 
point; to be beside the water, to have a 
bait out there and to enjoy the simple 
pleasure of presence and immersion. 
Nature is all around us, the water is 
alive and for the hours I am there I feel 
humbled and lucky to be to be a part of 
the living tapestry surrounding me.
     
     What is the point of most 
of the things that the tackle 
companies want us to outfit 
ourselves with? So they can 
make money while preying 
on the insecurities of anglers 
by attempting to convince 
them that they will not catch 
anything unless they have 
the latest in cutting edge 
technology? Diamond-cut 
hooks, self-erecting shelters, 
bait boats (do not get me 
started on these monstrosities) 
and the endless plethora of 
lines and accessories that you 
could spend a fortune on - just to 

connect with a fish! When I think of the 
rewards that experience and learning 
have given me in terms of my fishing, 
I despair for the world we now live in. 
Frustration seems to motivate effort, 
technology drives the passion and the 
conglomerates prey on insecurity. All 
of these things distract the heart and 
clutter the mind; buzzers are for bed 
side alarms, pods are for 

peas and 
wheel 

barrows are for gardening!

     My first fishing experience was 
on the Grand Canal and almost all of 
my fishing over the years, with the 
exception of my College years, was 
spent on the Canal in and around 
Naas, my home town. The water of 
that system flows as surely through my 
veins as the blood of my forefathers. 
No matter what water I fish, river, lake, 
stream or pit; it is the Grand Canal to 
which I always return. I have caught 
every species of freshwater fish present 
on this green Isle in the Grand Canal 
(with the exception of salmon and Sea 
trout); many of these that I have caught 
have been of extraordinary sizes. I have 
been laughed at for spending hours by 
the Harbour, by passing walkers and 
cyclists and indeed other anglers, these 

same people missed the bin-lid bream 
and monster perch sliding over the 

lip 
of 
my 

net. 
These 
same 

people 
missed the 

otters that set 
up residency in the 

middle of Naas Town for 
a couple of years! And they 
decried the huge wild trout as 
uncatchable (they were not; 
thank you Conor). The best 
of the lessons I have learned 

have been by the Grand Canal. 

     I fished for many years with a school 
friend of mine named Martin Earley, 
who will always be spoken of as ‘Boss’, 
a nickname he picked up in school and 
that sticks with him even now. In 1997 
Boss and I started spending more time 
together because we were in transition 
year together, and although we had 
known each other for years neither one 
of us knew the other was into fishing. 
At the revelation of this fact it was 
decided that very day that we would 
head to the Canal together and spin for 
pike. My gear was sub-par and in dire 
need of replacing, but luckily he had a 
functioning rod and reel. We met that 
evening at 5pm and Boss talked me 
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through the rudiments of casting and 
spinning for pike. Upon completion of 
the instructions I was told to wait until 
he was on my right hand side before I 
cast. I lifted the rod, releasing the bail 
arm and letting the line rest on my 
index finger (as I had been shown). As 
soon as he moved behind me, I was 
possessed and loosed a cast that would 
have shamed a medieval archer in its 
aim and intent, and I waited. Nothing; 
no splash, no rustle of trees on the far 
bank to show I had over cast, it wasn’t 
until I started violently tugging the rod 
around that I became aware of Boss’s 
whimpers behind me. As I turned I 
suddenly became confronted with the 
why of having to wait until he was on 
my left hand side before casting. The 
treble hook of the Toby spinner we 
were using was buried firmly in his 
right ear! Tears streamed openly from 
his eyes as a gentle trickle of blood ran 
down his neck from his now impaled 
ear.

     I laughed. Long and hard, even 

falling to my knees howling. After 
what was easily ten minutes, I 
regained enough composure to 
assess the situation. We had two 
choices; hospital or self-removal. 
We decided on the latter using 
pliers, the sound track was Boss’s 
screams and after much tugging 
and twisting the hooks were free 
and the lure was intact. A plaster 
was applied and the rusty lure was 
cast out again and again for the 

rest of the evening.

     And that is how the course of our 
fishing continued. Always on the Canal, 
exploring its farthest reaches on foot 

and often fishing into dark and 
beyond. We had many more 
memorable moments but the 
‘lure incident’ day sits fondly in 
my heart and is something we 
still talk of to this day. We learned 
from watching fishing shows on 
TV, talking to other anglers on 
the bank and spending hours 
in our local tackle shop where 
all manner of rods, reels and 
tackle items were bought. We 
mapped the Canal into what we called 
novice, beginner and expert sections. 
Any novice could catch roach, bream 
and hybrids from the Harbour section. 
A beginner could happily fish at the 

Odlum’s stretch, always avoiding the 
deep hole under the tree where a 
‘Grandfather’ pike lay (A local name for 
a big pike. I saw that fish in later years, 
attached briefly to a wobbled dead bait 
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cast by Eddie. A graceful leap revealed 
a fish of easily 20lb. It shook the hook 
and sent a twisted treble back as 
payment for its efforts. I pass that spot 
occasionally and I always tip my head 
to the Grandfather that my imagination 
insists resides beneath the sunken roots 
of that deep hole). But an expert could 
tempt tench, bream, perch and eels 
from the turning circle of crystal-clear, 
weed-strewn water from the Aqueduct 
and all the way to Landinstown.

     Boss and I learned how to find 
the fish and how to hide ourselves 
so we could catch them. We learned 
about clearing swims and fishing 
on the bottom using feeders and 
sensitive floats. We learned that 
small differences in presentation 
could make the difference between a 

catch-less day and the next fish of a 
lifetime. We used a keepnet a couple 
of times, but stopped - they were 
no good for the fish in our opinion; 
their only function seemed to be to 
buoy the vanity of the type of angler 
who cares only about quantity. 
We wanted no part of that side of 
fishing. We never carried weighing 
scales, we didn’t care what weight 
the fish were, the simple fact existed 
that every time we caught a fish 
it was a fresh miracle. We were in 

touch with the water that had birthed 
our passions; she asked nothing in 
return other than respect and love. For 
the price of our adorations, we never 
knew what we would hook into each 
time we cast a line, if we were lucky 
enough to be deemed worthy. One cast 
a roach, the next a bream, the next a 
perch or an eel or a small pike. It didn’t 

matter. This was our world and our 
water and we had spent years getting 
to know her during all seasons and 
weathers. Our lives away from the Canal 
were background noise to the reality of 
the water and everything that dwelled 
beneath the shimmering surface was 
ours to touch.

     I’m certain every angler has his or 
her special water. That place where 
fishing first sent ripples through their 
soul, where a passion’s fire was set and 
a lifetime of memories were cemented. 
Not everyone makes it back to that 
water, but I have been so lucky to 
always be able to go back to my Grand 
Canal, the place where the first of all 
my fish were caught, where I witnessed 
leviathans cruising below the surface, 
where I gazed in awe at the type of 
fish reserved only for ‘big waters’ and 
occasionally where I connected with 
these. And the times when I didn’t 
connect? Well, I was happy to sit, tech-
free and unencumbered by the ocean 
of industry-touted tools I just ‘had to 
have’ to be a successful angler; my 
heart skipping beats in my chest and 
my imagination aflame with thoughts 
of what might be to come on my next 
foray to the Canal of my youth and the 
water of my adulthood, where I have 
taught and I have learned. Alone or 
accompanied by my brother David or 
my angling brothers Boss, Bill, Kieran 
or Conor, the Grand Canal is where my 
fishing began, where it continues and, if 
I am so lucky, where it will finish.
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Stockist of quality 
Game, Carp, Pike, 

Coarse and Sea tackle 

065-679 7450
sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

New shop now open!

Rods | Reels | Lures | Flies | Lines 
Bait | Accessories | Vouchers

Open Monday to Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm 
& until 7pm on Thursdays
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Catching those dream fish
- this much I know...

By Martin Salter
Photography: Martin Salter & friends

http://www.anglingtrust.net
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The following article on 
true adventure angling has 
been republished with the kind 
permission and support of Martin 
Salter, one of the key figures in The 
Angling Trust - a national body 
who has taken on the responsibility 
to protect and lobby on behalf 
of all anglers and fish in the U.K. 
The article originally appeared on 
Martin’s ‘Fighting For Fishing’ blog 
in January 2015. 

We should welcome the news that the 
BBC Natural History Unit, the world’s 
leading producer and broadcaster of 
nature programmes, is applying its 
considerable expertise to bringing 
angling back to mainstream television 
with the forthcoming series The Big 
Fish. The Angling Trust is proud to be 
supporting and promoting this exciting 
new programme which will see anglers 
from the UK pitting their wits and skills 
up against some unfamiliar species in 

six exotic, but challenging, locations 
around the world. Talking to the 
programme’s production team about 
how the anglers will have to prepare 
themselves for fishing in far off waters 
got me thinking about my own foreign 
fishing adventures and how much I’ve 
had to learn about tactics, travel and 
tackle along the way. As it happens 
I’m right in the middle of another ‘fish 
frenzy’ in preparation for my first ever 
trip to the Himalayas to try and catch 

both golden and 
chocolate mahseer. The 
dining room table is a mass of 
lures, braid and various items of 
luggage that will hopefully withstand 
the rigours of white water rafting and 
possibly the hardest fighting freshwater 
fish on the planet. Back in the 1990s I 
caught some huge mahseer in Southern 
India and although these mountain 
river battlers of the North may be a 
little smaller, they inhabit such remote 
and hostile environments that this was 
one challenge I wasn’t going to let pass 
me by. Since standing down from the 
UK Parliament in 2010 I’ve been lucky 
enough to have landed some cracking 
fish on my travels including: marlin, 
kingfish, tuna, shark, barramundi and 
silver Trevally in Australia; snapper, 
kahawai and trout in New Zealand; 
sailfish, amberjack and wahoo in Kenya; 
giant Trevally and bonefish in the 
Seychelles; bass and pollack in Ireland; 
golden dorado in Argentina; salmon in 
Scotland and tarpon, barracuda and 
grouper in Cuba.     

Left: A Golden mahseer like this 
one from a remote Himalayan river 

is Martin’s next target - but with the 

next tackle shop 500 miles away 
preparation is crucial

http://www.anglingtrust.net
http://www.anglingtrust.net
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What follows is hopefully a handy guide 
to making the most of a trip of lifetime 
and ensuring that you put yourself 
in with a fighting chance of actually 
landing those fish you’ve spent so long 
dreaming about.

Rods for travel

The arrival of good quality, affordable, 
multi-pieced travel rods couldn’t 
come quickly enough for those of us 
fed up with lugging huge, extendable 
‘Bazooka’ style rod cases 
through international airport 
terminals. Being able to 
pack your rods away in 
your luggage is not only 
convenient, it’s one less 
thing for the airlines to 
lose, or send to the wrong 
continent. It also enables the 
traveling angler to disguise 
to would be thieves the 
fact that those bags may be 
worth pilfering. For heavy 
duty work I can personally 
recommend the Deep Blue 
range from Snowbee and the 
Trek travel rods from Fox. 
These tough workhorses will  
land anything from tarpon 
to giant marlin. For lighter 
work, and by that I mean 
using 30 to 50lb braid and 
lures up to 50 grams, I’ve become a 
huge fan of the Shimano Exage and the 

Sonik new SK4 ranges. The Exage was 
probably the first quality travel rod on 
the market and I’m packing their new 
9ft 11inch model, rated at 20 to 50 
grams, for the mahseer trip as a back 
up to the heavier Snowbee tarpon rod 
which can throw lures and spoons up to 
100grams. Sonik are relatively new kids 
on the block but I took the SK4 to the 
Scillies last summer and it was just the 
job for firing out light soft plastics while 
retaining enough power to bully some 
pretty powerful wrasse out of their 

rocky homes.

Reels that last...

The big learning curve for me came 
during my time in Australia when my 
previously ‘indestructible’ Shimano 
baitrunner literally exploded as I tried, 
unsuccessfully, to keep an angry 
kingfish out of the reef. I’m afraid the         
clutches on our standard freshwater 
reels are rarely up to the job of using 

heavy braid on hard 
fighting sportfish.  A great 
place to check out   informed and 
unbiased reviews of various reels is 
the American  striped bass 
forum Stripers Online - but don’t make 
the obvious spelling mistake when 
googling their site or you could be in for 
a shock!

     The Yanks take their tackle seriously 
and it was this review that decided me 
to track down a nearly new Shimano 

Spheros 8000 on eBay at 
a bargain price. Penn also 
have an excellent range 
of spinning reels and their 
Fierce 5000 is reasonably 
priced but with a drag that 
pulls an impressive 25lbs. 
Again, both models are in 
the bag for India and have 
been spooled up with 65 
and 50lb braid in readiness 
for tackling muscular 
mahseer in a powerful and 
rocky river.  If your pockets 
are deep enough then 
it’s worth taking a peek 
at Daiwa’s Saltiga range 
with their mag sealed, 
carbon clutches that can 
slow down a London bus 
if required. These are top 
quality bits of kit that have 

landed huge fish all over the world and 
will last half a lifetime.

Above: My first Cavery River monster came in 1996 in the 
company of the late and legendary fishing guide Bola
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Hooks that hold

Coming from an environment where 
I rarely caught anything with teeth 
it took me a while to adjust to some 
of the creatures I was encountering 
Down Under. There was one fish, 
known as the Bluefish in America -the 
Aussies call them Tailor – which also 
went by the nickname of ‘chopper’. 
Whether using bread, prawn or fish 
baits in Sydney Harbour, the result was 
invariably the same. A savage bite and 
a missing hook. They wouldn’t look 
at a bait on a wire trace so I resorted 
to using long shanked hooks in sizes 

2 and 4 and the problem was all but 
solved. These days I always carry a few 
long shanks with me on my travels as 
even some of the baitfish intended for 
larger quarry can have sets of tackle 
robbing teeth. I like to release the vast 
majority of the fish I catch and deep 
hooking has no place the fishing I do. 
I learned to use circle hooks for live 
baiting and, once I got over the urge 
to strike and simply tightened into the 
running fish, I don’t recall ever hooking 
anything, even sharks, anywhere other 
than in the corner of the mouth. Deep 
Blue range from Snowbee and the 

Trek travel rods from Fox. 
These tough workhorses 
will  land anything from 
tarpon to giant marlin. For 
lighter work, and by that 
I mean using 30 to 50lb 
braid. The hook is the last 
item of tackle that should 
be compromised and it’s 
worth spending the extra 
on brands like Owner, 
Gamakatsu and Eagle Claw 
to ensure that when that 
dream fish finally comes 
along you are not going to 

Above: Balls Pryamid - home to some tackle testing fish and where a valuable lesson was learned

Below: My good friend Al McGlashan with a lovely Austrlaian kingfish - these are some of the toughest fighters around
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be reeling in a crushed or straightened 
piece of useless wire. One final tip that I 
learned the expensive way – chemically 
sharpened and super strong hooks like 
the Owner ST66 are brilliant until you 
bounce them across the rocks a couple 
of times. Then you discover that they 
are virtually impossible to sharpen so 
it’s worth also packing a brand that can 
be filed back into shape. 

Lines and braid

You can take your pick from the mass 
of braids available but you won’t go far 
wrong with bulk spools of PowerPro 
or Berkley’s Whiplash for your heavier 
work. Check out Henry Gilbey’s blog 
for an in depth analysis of what else is 
on the market and for his favourite 8 
strand braids which will deliver extra 
yards on the cast – but at a price. Unless 
I’m targeting beasties like barracuda, 
dorado, wahoo or sharks I prefer to 
use tough, clear mono or fluorocarbon 
for my leaders. Again there are plenty 
of top quality brands to chose from 
but I’ve settled on Seaguar flouro for 
anything below 35lbs and Berkley Big 
Game for when towrope is required. 
Remember that mono is far more 
abrasion resistant than braid and a 
decent length of leader can reduce 
losses from rub offs on rocks or even 
from contact with the sharper parts of 
the fishes bodies.

Essential knots

 I’ve become a bit of an anorak about 
sportfishing knots in recent years and 
this probably has something to do with 
an epic, but frustrating session, in the 
shadow of the famous Balls Pyramid 
– an ocean rock stack far out in the 
Tasman Sea. We were actually hunting 
yellow-tailed kingfish on the surface 
when I spotted a shoal of big silver 
trevally hugging a reef some 20 metres 
down. These things pull like trains but 
the first fish was eventually landed. I 
broke on the second and retied the 30lb 
braid to a 40lb leader using the usual 
Albright knot. In less than an hour I had 
eight more hook ups but only landed 
two more fish due to the leader knot 
popping or getting cut off on the reef 
when I eased back on the clutch. Those 
trevally were between ten and twenty 
pounds and I’m sure the gear would 
have been sufficient if only I had used a 
stronger knot.

Braided Doubles

A large braided loop at the end of the 
mainline has two advantages. It enables 
the use of the strongest of all braid 
to mono knots and it provides some 
additional security at the business end 
of the outfit when bringing a fish to the 
net or boat. The simplest double of all 
is the Surgeon’s Loop which is nothing Above: Circle hooks even allow you to unhook a shark!
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more than a double overhand knot but I 
prefer to use the Bimini Twist. This favourite 
of big game anglers can be tied with braid or 
mono but takes a bit of practice and involves 
the use of both hands and at least one foot. 
Check out the clip (right) and you’ll see how 
and why.

The GT knot 

Just the name of this knot should inspire 
confidence for if there’s a fish in the ocean 
that pulls harder pound for pound than a 
Giant Trevally then I’ve yet to find it. It is 
easy tie to a braided loop, it will never slip, 
and importantly, the mono tag ends up 
pointing up the line meaning that it can be 
cast through the rod rings without catching. 
It is the perfect knot for those long, wind on, 
leaders necessary for bringing big fish safely 
to the boat (see below).

The FG knot

The FG is now Henry Gilbey’s favourite and 
can be tied to a single strand of braided 
mainline. This one is fiddly to tie but has 
such a low profile it runs through the rod 
rings so smoothly you will barely hear it. 
This is because there’s no loop in the mono 
as instead, the knot relies on a cross weave 
of braided wraps digging into the leader in 
the manner of a Chinese Burn. See the great 
instructional video below to see how its tied 
up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bl5OlzKMcYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjcFEKJEhHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjzUb5QRKuk
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Leftys loop knot

I’m assuming everyone reading this 
can tie a Grinner or Uni knot and these 
are perfectly good for use with swivels 
or eyed hooks. However, there are 
times when you want a reliable non 
slip loop knot to allow the fly or lure 
more freedom of movement than a 
stiff mono or flouro leader will permit. 
Named after the famous American 
fly fisherman Lefty Kreh this is a knot 
well worth learning and one in which I 
have complete confidence. It also ties 
up easier than the Grinner in thicker 
diameter lines so I often use it as an 
alternative.

There’s a heap more knots out there 
and you can find a selection HERE but if 
you master these four you won’t go far 
wrong.

Creature comforts

The Himalayan trip will involve rafting 
through some none too warm water 
and sleeping in tents on shingle 
beaches. Keeping warm and enjoying 
a decent nights sleep are priorities 
for me these days which is why I’ve 
handed over some more cash for a blow 
up mattress and some neoprene long 
johns. I’m told we may suffer from sand 
flies at dawn and dusk so those light 
trousers which zip apart at the knee are 
going into the bag along with a couple 
long sleeved tropical sportfishing shirts. 
Fashionable we will not look!

Staying Safe

A bit of danger and excitement are a big 
part of these trips but it makes no sense 

to take unnecessary risks. The sea and the jungle can be dangerous places 
so go with people who know what they are doing, wear life jackets where 
appropriate, respect the wildlife – particularly those that might want to eat 
you, protect your head and skin from the sun and never travel without a first 
aid kit and a means of escape.
     I’m counting the days until that plane takes off on the next bucket list 
adventure and I like to think I’ll be prepared for whatever challenges the 
river and the fishing has to offer. I hope the contestants in the BBC’s Big Fish 
programme become just as excited and that they get, not only to hook, but to 
land some fish of their dreams.

Below: The travel arrangements will require some thought!

Next issue: Find out how Martin fared during his incredible 
expedition to the Himalayas after the mighty mahseer

http://www.netknots.com/fishing_knots/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OCEHNr00s4
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So, you’ve decided to go to

Final in
stallm

ent

France...
Part 3

by Dan O Kelly
 Photography: Dan O Kelly and friends
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In Issue 2 we went through a few 
things to help you pass the time 
between booking your holiday 
and finally setting off. Now, in 
the last part of the series, I will go 
over a few practical things before 
you arrive at your destination, 
thoughts on swim draw/choice 
and then finally some possible 
baiting tactics you might want 
to consider to maximise your 
chances of catching that dream 
carp.

Essentials and fishing
Juice and tolls

If at all possible try and get to a 
supermarket to buy your petrol or 
diesel. It will be about 20 cent cheaper 
than that of the highway robbers (or 
the Dick Turpins as I call them) on the 
main French motorways. If you have a 
sat nav’ it should be able to direct you 
to one. During the main supermarket 
opening hours there should be a 
cashier there that you can pay cash to. 

Outside these hours you will have to 
pay by credit card. Most of the garages 
will have a limit on the amount you 
can buy, i.e. €100-120 normally. My 
advice is to fill the tank in this situation 
because it will take the maximum 
amount from your account and not 
refund you the difference for about 
3 weeks. Another thing to watch out 
for on the motorways is getting pulled 
for speeding when you go to pay your 
toll. If you’ve travelled from one toll to 
the other the ticket will be able to tell 

the authorities that you 
have broken the speed 
limit in between. You can 
be pulled aside and given 
an on-the-spot fine and 
when I say on-the-spot 
fine I mean on-the-spot! 
Believe me, they will take 
you to an ATM and get 
the cash off you there and 
then! Remember; just 
because you`re in another 
country doesn’t mean 
you can speed without 
consequence, you can 
crash there too. You’re also 
driving on the opposite 

side of the road than you’re used to, 
so take extra care. By law, you must 
have a high-vis vest easily accessible 
for every person in the car. Also in the 
car must be a reflector triangle, spare 
fuses, spare bulbs for all the lights and, 
of course, the main beam deflectors so 
you don’t blind the other road users 
at night.  All of these things can be 
bought at any good motor factors. One 
final tip is if you are using a sat nav, 
bring a map as well. Never trust a sat 
nav completely. One letter wrong in 
the spelling of a town and you can end 
up miles away.

Ah, the open road! French roads are very good all round but I 
advise sticking to the tolled motorways. They are simply easier and 
a lot quicker, and tolls can always be split between the group

Watch out for little cars like this 
labelled ‘sans permis’ - without 
permit. They can be driven by people 
who have lost their licence. Some 
can only drive up to 30mph and can 
be quite frustrating!
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The luxuries (or essentials) - 
cigarettes and booze 

This subject never ceases to amaze 
me. The quantity surveying skills of the 
cancer stick consumer is something I 
will never be able to fully comprehend. 
The simple maths involved in smoking 
is not that hard so why do people get it 
wrong all the time? 

     I feel like I should at this stage point 
out the main differences between 
Ireland and France regarding the 
sale of cigarettes. In France licences 
are given to certain shops or bar 
Tabac’s, depending on the size of the 
town. If it’s a small town there’s a 
good chance you will only be able to 
purchases your highly addictive mood 
altering cigarettes from one shop or 
bar - a Presse or a Tabac. A Presse is a 
newsagent and a Tabac is a pub/bar. 
These establishments will more than 
likely (in true French style) open and 
close as they see fit and have different 
opening times (think of them as off 
licences with flexi hours). Sometimes if 
they open on a Saturday they will pick 
a day during the week to close. This 
information will more than likely not be 
available to you. Therefore, (and I can`t 

stress this enough), bulk-buy when you 
get the chance, as you might not be 
able to get supplies for a few days. Even 
on the days they are open there can be 
different times during the day during 
which will close, if they so desire. The 
Tabac’s can also just close if they’re not 
very busy. In France, Sundays can be a 
very tricky day to find anything open. 
Don’t get caught out with this. Don’t 
do a ‘Betty’s mad dash’ to the lake to 
get the rods out only to wake up the 
next day to find you’ve no fags and your 

mates have no fags; except maybe one 
lad who has a packet left and is under 
severe pressure to distribute them to 
his mates, who are at this point chewing 
the hands off themselves! The potential 
for French fall-outs and a digging match 
is suddenly rising… And in the Blue 
corner we have hung-over, irate fag-
less blanker and in the Red corner we 
have the fag-hogging fish catcher! I am 
sure you see where I’m going with this; 
don`t be that clown. Take the time on 
the Saturday or the day you arrive to 

get the bits you need for the trip ahead. 
Remember you smoke more when 
you`re having a few beers with friends. 
In recent years French supermarkets 
have decided to open on Sundays so it is 
possible to get beer and other shopping 
on Sunday morning. It is only a half day 
so after 12pm you’re out of luck. My 
own advice is to never buy panache 
(which is shandy) and stay the hell away 
from anything that bears the words 
“sans alcool”, which means without 
alcohol – where’s the fun in that?!

“In France, Sundays can 
be a very tricky day to find 
anything open. Don’t get 
caught out with this”

Have a good look at your swim before you set up for your session. Think about it’s size and the layout of your set up. Set the 
bivvy well back from the rods. Make it neat, tidy and organised and you will fish more effectively... and have less accidents!
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Arrival at the lake - tactics

So that’s most of the practical stuff 
covered and we’ve gone through what 
you need to know about getting to the 
lake and hopefully catching a few carp. 
Now you’re at the lake. After the meet 
and greet with the lake owners and/
or the bailiff, the best thing you can do 
as a group is to walk around the lake 
and have a look at the swims. At this 
point the inpatient members of the 
group will emerge. These anglers will 
require immediate sedation as mistakes 

made at this point can cause all sorts 
of problems in the following week! If 
you have pre-booked swims then have 
a look at them to see if they are like 
you imagined. If they are not then an 
emergency group meeting is required 
to reassess the situation. If you have 
an exclusive booking then a full walk 
around the lake by the whole group to 
divide the swims up in a fair way should 
be done. This way, I feel, commands 
the most honesty from all anglers 
involved. In the early or late season 
there’s a good chance it will be dark 

when you arrive and 
in this case you’ve 
just got to guess as 
best you can and 
maybe review in the 
morning. 

     After the (typical) 
peg draw is done 
might be a good 
time to have another 
quick word with the 
bailiff to find out a 
few more intimate 
details regarding 
your swim. Depths 
and distances to 
known hotspots 
are handy but 

knowledge on more recent catches can 
be very helpful with your tactic choice, 
especially on your first night. Try to find 
out what and how much bait (if any) the 
previous angler used the week before. 
If the swim was vacant then you have a 
blank canvas to work with and can get 
stuck in with your planned tactic. If it 
was fished recently and a lot of bait was 
applied then you might have to have a 
little think about it. If you know for sure 
where the beds of bait were then you 
can just cast straight onto them. If you 
decide you want to get your own beds 

of bait going you might have to wait 
until the fish have polished off the bait 
left in the previous angler’s spots before 
they start looking for new beds of bait.

     Another tactic, if you arrive in the 
dark and have little knowledge of the 
previous weeks fishing/ baiting, is to 
just cast your rods at different distance’s 
to try and locate where the fish might 
be feeding and then refine your tactics 
in the morning. This can be seen as lazy 
but sometimes the smarter thing to 
do if you know little about the lake. In 
the morning you might find that you’ve 
just heavily baited a 1ft deep swim or 
the far bank is closer then you imaged 
and you’re fishing your mates’ water. 
To be honest, the first night on any 
trip is normally a write off and it’s rare 
that you will catch. But by morning you 
should be rested and thinking straighter 
and ready to fish. A good night`s kip and 
an early rise to see if Mr. Carp wants to 
give away any clues on his location can 
be better in the long run.

“regarding your swim... try 
to find out what and how 
much bait (if any) the previous 
angler used the week before”

This 40lb 2oz mirror got caught around the H-block during the 
fight. I could hear the marker knocking and turning as I played 
the fish. I knew it was big and just prayed that I landed it. I got 
lucky this time but this isn’t always the case!
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     When fishing a new water I love 
to watch it as much as I can to try 
and work out what the fish are doing. 
Little clues such as a patch of bubbles 
here or a crash there can be a great 
help in deciding where to place your 
rigs and set up your stall. After you’ve 
decided where to fish it`s time to get 
your markers out (if at all required) and 
start your baiting. I highlighted this in 
Issue 2 but it is such an important point 
that I will repeat myself here - if using 
H-blocks or any stringed marker for that 
matter don`t fish on top of it. Leave 
yourself 5 to 10 meters clearance. There 
is nothing worse than getting a fish 
caught around the marker. It will drag 
the maker off your baited swim. The 
weight been dragged behind will soon 
find a snag of some kind (or another 

one of your H-blocks) and you`ll more 
than likely lose the fish and at least one 
of your baited areas. I have fallen foul 
of this myself, out in a boat at 3am with 
three H-blocks tangled around each 
other and the fish gone. What`s worse 
is you`ll normally get to see the fish 
unhook itself and swim off! It’s horrible 
and, believe me, you don’t want this 
to happen. It is easily limited or even 
avoided with a bit of planning.

     There may not be the need to place 
markers at all in some swims. There 
can be obvious natural features like 
overhanging trees or an island, perhaps. 
One thing for sure is that will not be the 
first angler to notice these and you can 
bet your bottom dollar that these areas 
have seen plenty of bait in the past and 

will be known to the fish. This can be 
both a reason to fish them and not fish 
them. Yes you`ll catch fish from them 
and most of your action will probably 
come from these areas but will the 
older, warier fish avoid them? As result 
it is always worth putting a rod in a 
not-so-obvious spot, especially if four 
rods are permitted at the venue. I’ve 
seen this done a few times and whilst 
it might only get one token run for the 
week it can often be the biggest of the 
session. 

     Personally I like to start with about a 
half a kilo of bait per rod over an area 
about the size of a car per swim and see 
how it goes. In carp terms this is the 
same as a match man’s little and often 
tactic. That’s enough to get a bite and 

give me an indication of what’s going on 
in the swim. The downside of this tactic 
is that I’ve got to replace rigs and bait 
after each fish which can disturb other 
fish feeding in the area. If a specific 
feeding time is identified a quick cast 
and a few baits flicked out with the 
throwing stick can be much better. I 
have at times (and this goes against all 
angling instinct) actually just left the rod 
against the bivvy. If there is only a small 
feeding window, say an hour, it might 
not be very smart to row a boat back 
out over the swim, cast leads /spods out 
or run a bait boat over feeding fish. The 
sensible thing to do is leave the swim 
alone and let the other rods do their 
work; even if this means you’re left with 
one rod in the water, three or four fish 
every morning will add up to a nice tally 

by the end of the week.  

A brace of 40lb+ mirrors 
caught on the same night 
using simple boilie and 
throwing stick tactics again. 
Its not always necessary 
to use markers. If you’re 
accurate with a stick and 
casting then you can reset 
your traps very effectively.

“it is always worth 
putting a rod in a 
not-so-obvious spot”
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The famous ‘Pawprint’ from Etang de Bregueuil at 45lb+, caught with two mid-30s on the first night in a swim by baiting up quietly with a just a throwing stick
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     Others like to bait really heavy over 
a bigger area and wait for the fish to 
arrive. There are both advantages 
and disadvantages to this tactic. It’s a 
method that once you’ve committed 
to you can’t really pull out of, unless 
you’ve brought your diving gear and 
go in to retrieve the 10kgs of bait you 
dropped in on the first night! You might 
have to wait two or three nights before 
you see action. In that time fish might 
have been through your swim and left 
without letting you know. The plus side 
is that when they arrive in numbers you 
have a big area to hit when recasting 
so there is little boat disturbance. Once 
the fish come in you might just re-bait 
heavily once a day.  

The last roll of the 
dice...

So, down to the last 
night… One mistake I’ve 
seen anglers do a lot 
is to throw all the bait 
they have left in on the 
last night, particularly 
particles. Anglers, with 

the best intentions, bring buckets and 
sometimes barrels of particles and then 
never use them, favouring boilies. As 
they are starting to smell a bit, they 
decide to throw them all in on the last 
night.  I’ve asked anglers why they do 
this and usually the reply I get is that 
they don`t want to bring it home. Is this 
really a valid angling tactic? I don`t think 
so. This dumping of bait doesn’t really 
help the next angler in the swim. If you 
think about it, you’ve been baiting your 
swim all week and the fish should know 
where it is at this stage and should be 
revisiting it. I’ve found that easing off on 
the bait for the last night can produce a 
lot of fish as by now they are confident 
in the swim and are looking for bait. 
Unwanted bait can be given to the 
bailiff who can use it himself, give it to 
other anglers, bin it or throw it in the 
stock pond, if they have one.  

I hope in these few articles that I 
have helped you to avoid some of 
the difficulties that can await in the 
process of planning, booking and 
finally going on a foreign trip. Some 
of these pitfalls I’ve witnessed other 
anglers fall into, some I’ve found 
myself in, but either way you`ll get 
out of it and have a great story to 
tell. I was very nervous on the first 
trip I made to France until I got to 
the lake and then I realised “it’s just 
a lake”. I ended up with 44 fish that 
week. We’ve all fished for carp in lakes 
before; it’s not that big of a change 
in concept, so just go for it! I’ve really 
enjoyed my French adventures to date 
and will continue to do so in the future 
and would really advise other anglers 
to give it a go too, you won`t regret it.

Bon chance! 

The most annoying pair of swans I have ever met! 
Thankfully they didn’t stay in my swim all week - 
they preferred my mates’ swim instead! They even 
came into his bivvy a few times during that trip...

A pair of midnight visitors 
- a mother hedgehog and 
one of her young. One 
of many critters you may 
encounter in France that 
make the trip all the more 
interesting!

Even with the best bait protection 
and planning you will still have to get 
out of bed sometimes to deal with 
Poisson chats... C’est la vie!
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Open 9am-5pmmOn-Sat

Don
’t 
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!

Unit 44
Argyle Business Centre

Belfast
BT13 2AP

Ideally situated just 2mins from the Westlink, in Belfast City centre, 
our store promises big things and delivers! Fresh bait always 
available and  2 large chest freezers stuffed with bait for pike 
and sea angling! Our range of tackle is enviable and we stock all 
major brands at competitive prices!

Call us on 02890 313156             
Email us at sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk           

Please visit our site for exclusive deals 
with quick delivery and excellent service!

McKees 
Bangor’s Angling 

Superstore
16 Balloo Avenue

Call 02891 454983

There’s a fine line 
between fishing and just 

standing on the shore 
like an idiot

Steven Wright
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FESTIVAL 
FEVER

By Gary Doyle
Photography: Gary Doyle & 
friends

The first festival of the year was held on 
Inniscarra Reservoir in Coachford Co. 
Cork over St. Patrick’s weekend. The 
section used was the newly developed 
stretch which held the World feeder 
fishing Championships last year, in 
which Ireland came second (the best 
ever result for an Irish team in a world 
championship). The weather leading 
up to the weekend was quite cold, with 
low day time temperatures and frost at 
night so it was hard to know how the 
festival would fish. The event was held 
on the Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
with an open match on the Friday. This 
festival attracts a lot of anglers from all 
over Ireland and some English anglers 
too so a high attendance was expected. 
As with all festivals the rotation you 
draw is key to how well you do. Your 
rotation is the section you draw for each 
day. For this festival the sections were 
broken down into three so you fish one 
section each day A, B or C. You never 
know what rotation is best until the 
festival is over. 

     There was a very good turnout for 
the open match on the Friday with 24 
anglers fishing. It was decided to fish 
sections B and C, with 12 anglers in each 
section. I drew peg 17 which was the 
second peg in B. I was told it was a good 
area so I was hopeful of a few fish. I got 
to my peg and quickly began to set up. I 
intended to use both the feeder and the 
pole for the Open match. I wasn’t quite 
sure if the fish would be on the pole line 
but you have to cover all your options 
to give yourself the 
best possible chance of 
doing well. I plumbed 
up the pole line and 
fished 11.5 metres out 
which was a full top 
5 sections deep. The 
bottom was falling away all 
the time and if I fished at 13m it was 
another metre deeper. I reckoned that 
it would not be an advantage to fish the 
deeper water on the pole. My peg for the Friday open match
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I set up three float rigs; 1.5, 2 and 3g 
Senses Jean Francois floats. I picked up 
the feeder rod and with a 1oz bomb 
cast around my peg to see what depth 
I had and to see if my peg was snaggy 
– something I always do when fishing 
a new venue or swim. Happily I found 
had a clean bottom (which can be rare 
enough on Inniscarra) and a count of 24 
seconds on the bomb at 32 turns. This 
is where I fished the feeder as I thought 
the fish might want to be in the deeper 
water until the temperature of the lake 
picked up.

     At the all-in I fed the pole line 
with six balls of groundbait full 
of caster and hemp. I left the 
pole line to settle and went out 
on the feeder and fed three big 
feeders full of chopped worm 
and caster. I then changed to 
a small feeder so I was only 
feeding small amounts each 
cast (increases your chances 
of getting a bite, I find) and 
fished two red maggots on a 
size 12 Kamasan B560 hook tied 
to 0.16mm Shimano Antares 
line. My hooklength was 24” 
long but I also had 30” and 42” 
hooklengths tied up in case 
I needed to change. Longer 
hooklengths can get bites if the 
fish are backing off the feed 
or sitting slightly higher in the 
water, off bottom. It wasn’t long 
before I had my first bite and 
a small roach was put in the 

keepnet. A few more followed before 
the tip went right around and I struck 
into a better fish. After a short tussle 
a skimmer of 500g was safely in my 
landing net. For the next two hours 
I caught small roach and four more 
skimmers of similar size to the first 
one on the tip, trying the pole every 
half hour to see if there was anything 
feeding on that line, but to no avail. 
With three hours of the match gone 
I finally caught a fish on the pole 
and with my feeder line gone quiet I 
decided to concentrate on the pole 
line to see how quickly I could catch 
on it. The roach came steadily but 
they were a small stamp, averaging 
twenty fish to the kilo. I kept catching 
these until the match ended.

     On that Friday I found the 2g 
rig worked best. The 1.5g rig sank 
the bait slightly too slow and the 
more positive, heavier 3g rig wasn’t 
bringing bites as quick – maybe the 
bait fell too fast? Without fishing 
and changing between different 
float set ups I wouldn’t have known 
any better… I finished the Open 
match with 117 fish for 7kg 750g, 
which was enough to win my 
twelve-peg section, with 6kg 300g 
coming second. My good friend 
Shane Dunne from Roscommon won 
section C and was 1st overall with 
9kg 500g. The weights in section C 
were much better than B and with 
no bait gone into section A it was 
looking like the rotation you wanted 

in the festival was B, C and 
then A. But you never know in 
fishing so it was fingers crossed 
that I drew the right rotation, 
whatever it may be. 

‘Counting the turns’ on 
the feeder

To ensure accuracy each cast most feeder 
anglers use the reel’s line clip to trap 
the line at a certain point e.g. 40m.  But 
sometimes, like when you hook a big fish, 
get a line knot and need to set up again 
or even between trips on different venues, 
you need to un-clip your line. Counting 
the turns of the reel when retrieving your 
feeder (i.e. amount of line out) is a great 
way of noting how far out your area was 
and allows you to get fishing on the right 
spot even quicker when in your swim

My groundbait mix for the festival. Van den 
Eynde Secret and Super Roach mixed with 
black crumb. I also added some black dye 
to further darker the bait

A section-winning 
bag of 117 fish for 
7kg 750g in the 
Open match really 
raised my hopes 
for the festival
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     The morning of the festival there 
were 39 anglers in attendance for the 
peg draw. I pulled A9 out of the hat, not 
the draw I had hoped for. With zero bait 
gone into these pegs the previous day 
I wasn’t hopeful, and how right I was. 
I ended Day 
One with just 
11 fish - nine 
roach, one 
skimmer and 
one ‘proper’ 
bream for 
2kg 850g. 
Despite the 
small weight 
it was enough 
for third in 
the thirteen-
man section 
with 3kg 250g 
winning it 
and 3kg 200g 
in second 
place. Section 
C was won 
with a far 
superior (and 
not really 
surprising) 
10kg 400g 
and the top 
bag in B 
was 9kg 250g. Still, that was the worst 
section out of the way for me, or so I 
thought…

     The next day I found myself on 
Section B, peg 19. The temperature 

had dropped overnight and there was 
a chilling easterly wind blowing on the 
lake. The pole played a big part on this 
section the day before so I took my 
time plumbing my swim to make sure 
I found a nice flat area to fish. This just 

makes presentation easier, more exact 
and consistent. The feeder was set up 
at 26 turns because the fish were being 
caught in closer than in the open match. 
At the all-in I fed my pole line with 
caution and went straight out on the 

feeder. To everyone’s dismay the fish 
didn’t want to feed and it was clearly 
going to be another grueller for me. I 
never even had a bite on the pole all 
match long but at least managed 22 
fish, including three skimmers, on the 

feeder for 2kg 750g which got me 3rd 
in the section again for a second day 
running. 7kg 050g won and 3kg 250g 
came second. Again, top weight of the 
day came from Section C, with 7kg 
500g. Section A was won with 6kg 500g. 

After two days of the festival Shane 
Dunne was leading (16kg 200g), David 
Herron was second (15 kilo 650g) with 
young James O Doherty third
(14kg 750g). All these anglers were in 
the same rotation so it looked like they 
were going to be fighting it out on the 
last day to win the festival.
     The final day, Monday, dawned and 
I was heading for the best section of 
the weekend, C. I drew peg 43 which 
threw up only a kilo the day before so I 
decided to feed heavy on the feeder for 
skimmers and hoped they turned up in 
numbers to have any chance of framing 
in the festival. My approach was going 
to be no different from the previous 
days; feeding chopped worm and caster 
on the feeder, only today I was going 
to use a big feeder for the duration to 
get lots of bait out. I also fed the pole 
line again in case it was solid with roach 
and a big weight could be had – you 
never know unless you try. I reckoned 
I needed about 12kg on the last day 
to frame, which is very manageable if 
the fish are feeding in numbers on the 
pole line. I fed 10 balls of groundbait 
on the pole line at the start, all stuffed 
with hemp and caster to keep any fish 
nearby feeding and grubbing 
around for longer. I then left 
this alone to let any   
fish settle over it 

A view on the first day of the festival
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and went out further on the feeder.

     My pole rigs were heavier on the 
final day to combat the undertow on 
the lake caused by the strong easterly 
wind that was blowing. The feeder line 
produced straight away with skimmers 
caught on a few pegs almost instantly. 
I thought the flood gates had opened 
but, sadly, I was wrong. The skimmers 
were not there in numbers and tiny 
roach were dominating on the tip. I 
stopped feeding worm after I had four 
tiny, almost see-through, perch and fed 
only caster to try and get rid of them 
out of my swim. This worked instantly 
(perch do love worms!) and I started 
to catch hybrids around 200g a piece. 
Soon the wind picked up even more 
and it started to drag my feeder into 

a snag – probably an old tree stump. I 
lost four good fish in the snag, which I 
reckon were skimmers. I tried the pole 
line and had a roach first put in which 
stemmed my frustration at having lost 
those good fish. I had five more roach 
in quick succession and then they were 
gone – just like that!

     Two and a half hours into the match 
and only 30 fish in the net. I tried the 
feeder again and had a few roach and 
hybrids before losing another good 
fish in the snags. I came back in on 
the pole and tried to force my peg by 
feeding a ball of groundbait every put 
in. The swim gradually got better with 
this approach and the fish were moving 
in. Suddenly, with an hour to go, I 
had caught 75 fish. I sat it out on the 
feeder for half an hour for skimmers 
but they never showed - two little 
hybrids was my reward. The feeder just 
didn’t work for me on the final day but 
on another occasion it could have been 
a winner. 

     The last half an hour on the pole 
was what I wanted to happen from the 
beginning – the line was solid with fish! 
I had 23 in 30 minutes fishing and I was 
swinging my last fish in at the all- out. 
I had 100 fish in total and I reckoned 
I had about 4.5 kilo. I weighed in 4kg 
950g, which earned me sixth in the 
section, with 7kg 900g winning, 7kg 
300g second and 6kg 600g third. All 
these weights were on the pole, where 
the fish fed from early on in the match. 

     There was an exciting finish to the 
festival, with visiting Liverpool angler 
Kevin Laville coming out on top with 
21kg 950g. Kevin had almost 9 kilos of 
skimmers on the final day to push him 
into 1st place. Irish youth International 
James O Doherty, who is only 16 years 
old, was second in the festival, with 
20kg 250g. James is a very good angler 
and definitely one for the future. David 
Herron and Shane Dunne were third 
and fourth respectively with 19kg 750g 
and 19kg 100g. I really enjoyed the 
festival and, even though the weather 
affected the fishing, a good time was 
had by everyone. I think this festival will 
be attended by even more anglers next 
year, if not for the fishing then the craic 
that’s to be had over the weekend!Shane Dunne came 4th overall

David Heron’s 
second day 
catch helped 
him to 3rd 
place with his 
19kg 750g

Young James O Doherty battled 
all the way to the end for 2nd

Liverpool-man Kevin Laville took 
1st place thanks to a great bag of 
skimmers on the final day
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The rediscovery of Lough NaGlack: 
Part 2 - The resurrection 

The memories of Colm Crean

Visit us: 
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre, 
Ballycoolin, 
Banchardstown, 
Dublin 15

Phone us: 01-8991185
Email: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com

sprays, Pure Natural 

kit now in stock!

https://www.facebook.com/irishanglingalliance
https://www.youtube.com/user/MainIrishAnglingTv
http://www.mainirishangling.com/Scripts/default.asp
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From the heatwave summer of 1983 and its succession of bumper 
catches, it was clear that a boat could open up new opportunities 
simply by making swims accessible which would otherwise have been 
inaccessible – the distances and work involved in lugging gear to 
a distant corner, through impenetrable jungle, would have been 
prohibitive.  However, those new swims were still on dry land. The 
boat would be loaded up with pallets, the reeds would be beaten down 
and the pallets deposited. Thereafter the boat just provided a dawn 
shortcut to the swims, perhaps stopping en route to scatter some 
bait. We hadn’t yet evolved into creatures who actually caught fish 
from boats. That soon changed following three memorable occasions 
in early August 1983, and once again, this involved following Norman 
Howarth’s lead.

I was a carefree student with endless summers of free time, 
but in contrast Norman and Jimmy were self-employed, and very 
conscious of the opportunity cost of a blank session.  Following the 
crucial choice of swim, my fate was in the lap of the Gods. But 
Norman always preferred to adjust the odds in his favour, with a 
logic that seems blindingly obvious now, but wasn’t at the time.

It began on a morning when Jim and I were relaxing, satisfied, 
during a lull in the action at our base swim in the channel. Norman 
meanwhile was just out of sight, round the corner in the April swim, 

 Me and my daughter Maria at NaGlack soon after the second “rediscovery” in 1993

A big NaGlack bream from a swim made with the help of a boat
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where he’d drawn a blank.  As the mist thinned we noticed Norman 
silently paddling round the corner in his big wooden boat, and tying 
up to a fallen tree. Within minutes, and seemingly without even 
casting, there was a commotion as he netted the first of several 
bream. Intrigued, we hurried through the undergrowth until we 
stood just behind the boat, where Norman explained quietly that 
the fish were bubbling under his rod-tip, at the edge of the lilies in 
10ft of water.  At his invitation, we scrambled back and grabbed 
a rod apiece, joining Norman who by now had landed 10 bream.    
During a hectic half-hour, we added about 8 more fish on bunches 
of maggots, all by touch-ledgering, with the rods closer to vertical 
than horizontal.    

Despite loose-feeding maggots those fish soon moved off, but 
incredibly later that morning, long after both Jim and Norman 
had left, I rowed across to the island, tied up to some bushes  and 
repeated the performance in a different swim, casting just 20 yards 
to a patch of bubbles and landing 4 more fish. Just five days later, 
two of Norman’s English visitors (the Sadlers, father and son) landed 
nearly 50 bream to 9lb 11oz, float-fishing from the boat in an area 
that could not be reached from the bank.  

Thus it was in August 1983 that our “Hiawatha” approach was 
born, setting a pattern for the next 17 years.  As our knowledge 
developed and we refined our approach, the boat opened up the 
entire lake for us, with each passing week bringing fresh swims to 
our attention. We never seemed to need binoculars, as big golden 
backs invariably beckoned to us through the mist. Pre-baiting was 
unnecessary – the boat brought us to the bream, rather than trying 
to bring the bream to us.  Moreover, pre-baiting the night before 
simply fed the hordes of bootlace eels present in those early years.  
The eels eagerly guzzled bread and corn and made night-fishing 
unattractive. In any event, the numbers of bream caught in daylight 
made night fishing unnecessary.  We had to sleep sometime!

Within a few years we had managed to catch bream from every part 
of the lake – over twenty distinct areas.  Of course there were lots 
of blanks, but memories of the blanks fade after 30 years, just as 
childhood memories rarely feature rain.  Our tactics were simple–
usually ledgering  4lbs or 5lbs Maxima mainline with 3lbs or 4lbs 
hooklink of 2-4 feet, 10-12” bomb-link, hook sizes 16 or 14 for 

maggots, and anything up to a size 6 for stacks of corn, bread or 
worms.   We float fished when we could, but ledgering (with its tell-
tale line-bites) was invariably the first option, and once the bites 
started coming, it didn’t always occur to us to consider switching. 
Groundbait, sweetcorn and maggots was all we ever used to hold 
the fish, starting with maybe 4lbs of bait scattered over the side of 
the boat, and then topped up by catapult.  If we set off Hiawatha-
style and came across rolling bream in an unexpected area, we often 
tied up close enough to loose-feed corn and maggots – a long cast 
was rarely necessary.  Silence was essential, but there were occasions 
when our clumsiness scared them away before we’d even started.

The Hiawatha approach led directly to my first ever 10lbs bream 
in June 1984. I was fishing a shallow swim on the western bank, 
christened the ‘Bakers’ swim’, after we’d witnessed the late, great 
Vincent Baker land two 9-pounders on successive casts there  the 
previous summer.  One year on, I’d watched bream roll repeatedly 
over my bait at dawn for each of 11 successive days, but I’d had 
only one fish, on the sixth day. With hindsight it might have been 

An April bream from the ‘April’ swim - 1987
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down to a combination of the bream being in post-spawning mode 
and perhaps also unfavourably high pressure, but finally frustration 
drove me into the boat. With echoes of that first 1982 catch, once 
again I brought just a slider rig, catapult and pint of maggots. For 
some unaccountable reason, in those early years we never used two 
oars with the boat – I suspect the second oar had been lost.   Using 
just one oar was hard work and the boat would zig-zag crazily, but 
it had the huge advantage of being quieter than oars in rowlocks.  On 
this occasion, the lake was flat calm, and as I paddled towards the 
island I could see unmistakable swirls breaking the surface. Drawing 
closer, multiple streams of bubbles were being churned up, with 
the occasional rolling bream removing any doubts. Breathless with 
excitement, I tied the boat front and back to the lilies, and catapulted 
in a liberal helping of maggots.  Within minutes, my slider rose like 
Excalibur and lay flat, and soon I was marveling at a big old bream 
of 10lb ¼oz. I was so excited that I couldn’t fish on, and sprinted to 
the hotel’s pay-phone to summon poor Jim out of bed.  He arrived 
to see me doing clumsy cartwheels on the fairway.

The following year, 1985, was a year of never-ending rain and flooded 
banks, making the boat doubly essential.  That year I managed 98 
specimen bream (plus we’d frequently catch huge hybrids, some over 
the then-record).  Jim’s abiding memory of 1985 is of our marker 
at the deep end of the channel, bobbing and rippling the surface on 
a flat-calm day, such was the frenetic fish activity underneath.  My 
favourite memory dates from the tail-end of October ’85, when 
we located a shoal of slightly bigger fish – all 8’s and 9’s - which 
remained in the same general area throughout October. The first 
frosts had long-since arrived and we’d scaled down to 16 hooks 
and 3lbs line, fished with shock-leaders and Drennan swimfeeders 
incorporating a 1oz bomb.  By now I’d joined the modern era and 
bought Optonics, but on the 26th October I was at my wit’s end as I 
kept getting a single “beep” on the Optonic, signalling a missed bite 
each time. The maggots would be stretched and dead – an effect 
quite difficult to replicate, even between your finger-nails.  Clearly 
these were confidently feeding bream, but they just weren’t moving 
any distance before ejecting the hook.   Whether by inspiration or 
luck, I started putting a tiny grain of polystyrene on the hook – 
smaller than a match-head, but enough to achieve a critically-
balanced hookbait – and started hitting un-missable bites on the 
drop, capped by a beautiful fat fish of 10lb 2½oz. Twenty-four hours Roland Hawkins with a spawn-laden 9lb 8oz bream from May 1983
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Another opportunist NaGlack bream caught through the use of a boat

 Dick Caplice with his first ever specimen bream, caught in 1986 from the NaGlack raft

A 7lb 14oz specimen from the Channel swim in 1983

A specimen NaGlack tench of 6lb 1oz, June 1984
Memories of Lough NaGlack
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later, that same late-afternoon period yielded a 10lb 4¼oz fish. 
1986 saw an even more bountiful October from a different area, 
albeit with no doubles this time.  By then, Jim and I had started 
using a floating raft as a movable swim, and we would occasionally 
entertain guests -   e.g. a certain Dick Caplice had his first specimen 
bream from that raft. The fishing tailed off gradually as the 1980’s 
progressed, leading to the tragedy of the 1990 fish-kill and the 
enforced switch to nearby Monalty.

Fast-forward to August 1992, and I stopped off at NaGlack while en 
route to Monalty, only to witness something I’d never seen before or 
since; bream rolling and heading rapidly down the channel (during 
the halcyon days they’d always seemed to be heading up towards the 
shallower end).  To my disbelief, those bream then took a sharp left 
turn and headed straight towards me along the side of the island, 
ending up rolling and greeting me from just 10 yards away. This 
was the stuff of fanciful dreams, but in the event it turned into a 
nightmare as I raced back to the car, scrambled some gear together 

and started fishing in total disarray. In just 15 minutes I lost two 
bream and “bumped” two more on the strike, inevitably scaring 
them away in the process. I was gutted at the time, but that Sunday 
was the springboard for eight more productive years. 

Later that 
month, I had my 
first bream (post 
fish-kill) on a 
sunny Saturday 
of non-stop 
line-bites, but 
then had to 
race home for 
a family get-
together. The 
following day 
dawned wet 
with low cloud, 
with Jim and 
Brendan Doran 
fishing my 
swim under 
u m b r e l l a s . 
B r e n d a n 
managed just 

one bream, 
while Jim, his boat tied to Brendan’s stand, had 

ten bream in two hours, including beauties of 10lb 12oz and 10lb 
7½oz.  Brendan more than compensated the following day, with 
a monster of 11lb 3oz.  The bream then promptly disappeared 
entirely for over 9 months. Pollution was once again the prime 
suspect, because dead fish (more usually pike) were still appearing on 
a depressingly regularly basis around the lake.

However, 1993 was to prove just how resilient those bream were. 
They remained elusive until Jimmy chanced upon them one evening 
in mid-June after heavy rain, rolling in numbers at one of their old 
haunts. At 4:45am the next morning he netted a new PB of 11lb 4oz, 
and typically, he was soon on the phone urging me to abandon work 
and speed down to NaGlack. On my first morning, I landed three 

A well proportioned 10lb 4oz from September 1994

A 10lb 13.5oz NaGlack fish from the boat in 1998
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males (spawning 
tubercles still 
visible), but foul-
hooked several 
and suffered 
countless line-
bites, leading 
me to suspect 
they were still 
out-of sorts, 
post-spawning.  
They tended 
to spawn late 
in NaGlack. 
H o w e v e r , 
e v e r y t h i n g 
fell into place 
the following 
morning.  I 
set up a float 
rod to combat 
the liners, and 
this worked 
to perfection, 
with eight fish 
by 7:30am, 
including a trio 
of 10lb 5½oz, 
10lb 8½oz and 
10lb 13½oz. 
Two months later, at midday on a scorching hot August day, I was 
moored at another feature towards the opposite end of the lake, and 
had dozed off after two early fish. My Optonic roused me for what 
turned out to be my best ever NaGlack bream at 11lb 5oz. 

In between times, in July 1993, something happened that was to set 
the pattern for the remaining years. I had spotted bream rolling at 
dawn in a narrow bay, but apart from line-bites I’d drawn a blank 
and given up, calling to Jim’s house in mid- morning. Returning to 
my boat swim at 11am to pack up, I imagined I saw a bream roll off 

to one side, at the very edge of the lilies. Soon I noticed a second and 
a third, unmistakable this time. On one of those rare occasions when 
everything goes right, by 4pm I’d landed 17 bream to 9lb 11oz, 
plus two tench and a hybrid, all on the float. More importantly, I’d 
discovered the first of two swims that were to produce most of the 
fish we would catch between 1993 and 2001. The unique feature 
of this swim was that it was a “lying-up” swim.  Most of the fish 
we’d caught in the 1980s came after locating active bream, rolling 
and moving at dawn.  This swim, in contrast, was a spot they 
would retire to after the morning’s exertions were over, just off 
the edge of the lilies in c. 10-11ft of water.  Often they would just 
sunbathe and hover in mid-water, and invariably we could tempt 

a few by judicious loose-feeding, but on plenty of occasions they 
fed ravenously.   Over two consecutive days in 1996, fishing from 
6am until lunchtime, I managed 37 bream to 10lb 13oz from that 
goldmine.   

The swim where the Sadlers had enjoyed their huge catch in 1983 
was similar – at the top of a bay, where different shoals would 
arrive to bask and mingle throughout the day.  Both those swims 

March 1994 and Jimmy McMahon with an early season double

Lough NaGlack was kind to me over the years. This is one of 24 bream over the 

magical 10lb barrier caught between 1982 and 2001
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had the added advantage that we could position our boat in such a 
way that we were fishing in towards the bank, with the fish trapped 
against the lilies and correspondingly harder to spook.  Our final 
“banker” swim in those last memorable years was an area that the 
bream haunted from March to May each year, on several occasions 
giving us ten-pounders on our first outing of the year. 

We always knew that the well must run dry eventually. However, 
rather than the expected long slow decline over the years, we lost 
contact with the NaGlack bream abruptly, in 2001. Neither Jim nor 
I have caught one since.  Monalty likewise suffered a parallel collapse 
of stocks, ironically after John Conlon had managed 20 bream one 
morning in June 2001.

I still return to NaGlack like a junkie, far more often than my blanks 
would justify, simply because I cannot quite break the spell it cast 
on me.  The pollution problems are largely a thing of the past, but 
so too are those giant bream.  Litter and poaching are the major 

blight today, courtesy of the beer-
can-and-barbecue-brigade.  As a 
consequence, it is largely neglected 
by the mainstream specimen 
fraternity, despite having healthy 
tench stocks.

One positive development is the 
installation of street-lights along 
the avenue, turning the creepy 
blackness into a beautiful tree-
lined walkway, and a place to 
read in the dark when sleep 
proves elusive.   But the lake is no 
longer that unspoiled Eden of the 
early 1980’s. The modern world 
has encroached with an athletics 
track on the western bank, a 
housing estate overlooking the 
north-west corner, the noisy 
Dublin-Derry N2 alongside the 
eastern bank, and large chunks 

of forest removed by the hotel on the south side, creating clear views 
across the golf-course.   

From 1982 to 2001, NaGlack alone gave me some 600 specimen 
bream, with 24 over the magical 10lbs barrier. Jimmy’s diaries 
tell a similar story. I still fish obsessively and almost exclusively for 
bream, but so far this century I haven’t yet found a venue to match 
NaGlack.  Jimmy has long since retired from his tackle-shop, and 
can’t bring himself to endure the countless blanks that I routinely 
report.  His bream rods are gathering cobwebs in the garage.   
 
This article is necessarily elegiac in tone, and whether NaGlack ever 
recaptures its former glories remains to be seen.   Either way, well 
into my dotage, I’m sure I’ll still be reaching for those fading photos, 
and reminiscing about the golden years.

I hope you too find, or have found, your own piece of fishing paradise.

All the best,

Colm Crean

Jimmy McMahon’s last NaGlack bream, 

caught in 2001
Sadly the sun set on the NaGlack bream in 2001. Hopefully it will rise again one 

day...
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Stranger 
on the 
shore

By Bill Ryan
Photography: Bill Ryan & 

friends
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What I love about fishing is that 
anything can turn up. You target a 
particular species and something else 
grabs on. Not what you were looking 
for but a bonus. Sometimes it is 
unusual, sometimes rare, something 
to add to your species list and 
sometimes as my Polish friend Pawel 
says you have, “empty hooks”!

     My favourite fishing is from the 
craggy Atlantic-battered rocks of 
West Clare down into the rock-strewn 
gulley’s among beds of heavy kelp in 
search of rod bending Ballan Wrasse. 
Fishing with artificial baits like soft 
plastics or natural baits such as crab 
and limpet can tempt the most savage 
bite. 

     Once while fishing ragworm for 
Wrasse I decided to move without 
reeling in and started to move to 

another gully when a 10lb Pollock 
took the moving bait. I have also had 
Conger on crab intended for Wrasse. 
Another time, a fine lobster on 
lugworm.

     In the warm Summer of 1995 while 
fishing for Wrasse at the Bridges of 
Ross, Co. Clare, I had been missing 
several bites and after another miss 
I was retrieving my line to check 
the bait when in the clear water I 
noticed a peculiar tropical looking 
fish following my lead weight up 
through the water and nipping at it! I 
recognised the fish as a Triggerfish and 
although I had never caught one I had 
seen photographs of them.

     This happened several more times 
so I put on a smaller piece of crab 
on a smaller hook and lowered it 
slowly into the water. The Triggerfish 
followed the lead weight up from the 

bottom but this time it had a shoal 
of its mates with it! One saw the 
baited hook and grabbed it. It went 
off sideways scuttling through the 
water putting a nice bend in the rod. 
I succeeded in landing it, my first ever 
Triggerfish. I mashed up some crab 
and threw it in the gully only to see a 
shoal of Triggerfish surface and scoff 
the lot! Luckily I had a good supply of 
crab with me so I brought the shoal 
to the surface with more mashed 
crustaceans and proceeded to fish 

amongst them. I caught and released 
over 20 Triggerfish this way, the best 
weighing 4.23 lb.

     Many bites were missed that day 
as they have tough mouths and it is 
difficult to set the hook. I also had 
many bite-offs as their teeth are razor 
sharp. They chew on the hook as you 
try to unhook and release them and 
the rasping sound certainly makes 
you very careful where you put your 
finger!

A specimen Triggerfish of 3.28lb from 2004

Dreaming of summer...
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     This was an unexpected catch but 
very welcome; a Tropical-looking fish 
from Irish waters. It had been a very 
warm Summer and being near the end 
of August the sea temperature was at 
its maximum. I caught more Triggerfish 
that August and September from the 
same area but as they disappeared I 
wondered would I ever see one again? 
Was it a “once off”? 

     Since that glorious Summer of ’95 the 
Triggerfish did appear some Summers 
on the West Clare coast but there were 
also summers when I did not catch or 
see a single one. Favourite places are 

The Bridges of Ross, and Baltard near 
Doonbeg. They seem to favour gullies 
which face the sun for most of the day 
and have submerged ledges. Once they 
get under the ledge and lock themselves 
in with their strong sharp dorsal spines 
the battle between angler and fish is 
over! I have been hooked up to a fish for 
nearly an hour and it never came out! 
They are not an easy target, that’s for 
sure. 

     The best time to Trigger-fish is in 
warm settled weather around the end 
of August, through September and 
sometimes into early October. They will 

take a variety of typical Wrasse baits 
including Crab, Limpet, Shrimp, Rag, Lug 
and fish strips. To contend with both 
the fish’s harsh teeth and snaggy home 
I recommend tackling up with a size 4 
Carp hook with a short 50lbs. B.S. snood.

     Sometimes the bite is savage and 
other times you just feel a trembling 
on the line as the Triggerfish happily 
munches away! Be prepared, though, 
for that mad dash under a ledge. Use a 
landing net as sometimes they will not 
be hooked but will be holding the hook 
in their teeth and will let go at the last 
minute!

Short, high-breaking strain snoods coupled with strong hooks are a must for triggers! Leads fished on rotten bottoms are also essential to increase your landing rate

A strange but beautiful looking creature
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The Basking shark -

gentle giant
Photograph by: Bill Ryan, April 2015
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Trout like a bit ofcolour

By Roger Baker
Photography: Roger Baker 
and friends

T his past week I’ve been guiding 
an eight year-old boy, Ethan 
Toates, to fish for wild brown 

trout and salmon. I don’t really teach 
casting, unlike the pro’s, but I let non-
experienced guests watch me for 10 or 
15 minutes and then let them have a 
go themselves. If they want to take the 
sport further, I suggest they go to an 
Orvis store (where outfits don’t break 
the bank), find a qualified instructor, or 
buy a copy of Joan Wulff’s ‘Accurate Fly 
Casting’ and practice by themselves on 
grass.

  Ethan’s dad, John, sat in the stern 
of the boat while I sat in the middle, 
on the oars. I asked Ethan to fish up 
front so that he had plenty of room 
for casting across the bow of the boat 

and, more importantly, wouldn’t be 
casting the fly over our heads with the 
9ft #6wt rod I loan to small boys rather 
than the standard 10ft #7wt we use for 
most of our fishing on lakes. Before we 
got started we had to make a trip into 
town to get Ethan a license and a pair 
of wrap-around sunglasses. I don’t let 
anyone fish with me unless they wear a 
life jacket and sunglasses, and the spare 
glasses I carry were too big and kept 
sliding down his nose!

     John’s face was a picture (he 
admitted to being dumb founded) 
when his son began to make some 
nice casts and started to pull in a few 
trout. I showed him how to always 
wet his hands before touching a live 
fish and how to unhook small ones 

“Hey, Roger, don’t 
you think we should 
change this fly? ”

Sivyer’s Claret bumble with Jungle cock eye 
feather (as Watson’s bumble) but also fine 
holographic red wire to add a little red glow
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easily, without touching them at all, 
with a barbless hook. This lesson was 
important because the very next fish 
was a salmon parr and these must be 
unhooked by pinching the hook shank 
with the fingers and turning the hook 
without touching the parr, if it is to 
survive the experience of being caught 
at all. “My first salmon, and on fly!”, 
exclaimed Ethan.
    
     Back home, after dinner, the boy 
was itching to take a look through more 
of my fly boxes. He asked permission 
to make a selection of flies to use 
next day. I agreed and handed him an 
empty pocket-sized fly box to put his 
selection in. He gave me his assurance 
that if some were unsuitable, or too 
valuable, he would put them back 
where they came from. Next morning, 
after breakfast, he brought his first fly 
box and its contents to my attention. 
Immediately, my eyes focused on the 
two Lough Ennell mayfly patterns 
that are very nearly 100 years old. He 
understood why they had to go back!

     The Lough Ennell mayflies had once 
belonged to George Breach, someone I 
took fishing until he was 93, thirty years 
ago, and it would have been longer 
had he not been killed in a motorway 
car crash. A car coming in the opposite 
direction hit the barrier and flipped 
over, landing on our bonnet, while 
we were doing seventy in the outside 
lane. Having survived the crash and 
subsequent pile-up, I later scattered 
George’s ashes in his favourite spot on 
Fernworthy Resevoir, a brown trout 
water on Dartmoor where we were 
heading.

     After spending the First World War 
in the Middle East, as a signalman 
tracking the whereabouts of Lawrence 
of Arabia, George took up his career as 
a sports journalist on The Express and 
Evening Standard (London). He took 
fishing holidays, of course, and used 
them to write articles. Lough Ennell and 
Lough Arrow were among his favourite 
fishing destinations and they must have 
been among the best wild brown trout 

waters on the planet 
back then. One of 
the Lough Ennell 
mayflies I took back 
from Ethan (because 
I hope to use it again 
myself one day) is 
one of George’s old 
flies. He took two 
Ennel six-pounders 
in a single day with 
this pattern, and I 
remember the story 
well.

     George described 
the hundreds of tons upon tons of spent 
gnat, mayflies, that were being blown 
down wind lanes and piled up along 
the shoreline. It’s difficult to believe 
today, but, George told me that dozens 
of Mullingar farmers shovelled them 
up into donkey carts and took them 
home to feed to pigs!  Hardly surprising 
that Lough Ennell produced the record 
brown trout of 26lb 2oz (1894) thirty 
years earlier. However, George could 

never understand why the two six 
pounders he caught in one day took his 
artificial in preference to the millions of 
real flies floating dead on the water.

     The myth that humans hold a 
monopoly on intelligence is a lie and 
always has been. All living organisms are 
intelligent. Some of the most successful 
at establishing themselves over the face 
of the Earth, like crustaceans (crabs, 
lobsters, crayfishes, shrimps and water 
fleas), carry out mathematical reduction 
to do their work, something only 
humans are supposed to be able to do!

Watson’s 
bumble

Just why do fish take artificials over real flies?

Added colour and movement can 
sometimes make all the difference
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 Probably the best known crustaceans 
in freshwater are Daphnia, or water 
fleas. Minute free-floating algae 
and bacteria form the main food of 
daphnia, or cladocerans (from Greek 
klados, a branch; keras, a horn), and 
these are strained out of the water 
current passing through the shell by 
the bristles of the legs, and then passed 
to the mouth. During summer, when 
such food is plentiful (mathematical 
reductionism), the creatures multiply 
rapidly, and since many of the larger 

creatures, including fish, eat them with 
avidity, their function as converters of 
plant matter into animal food is of the 
greatest importance in the economy of 
fresh water.

Space does not allow for why, during 
the greater part of the year, only 
female water fleas are found (green 
clouds) or why male eggs (pink clouds) 
are only laid in summer, but suffice to 
say that measuring inputs, like water 
temperature and food availability (that 

results in a green or pink cloud in the 
water), requires intelligence!

My neighbour, Ted Sivyer, ties a good 
fly and thinks that a trout takes it 
in preference to the natural simply 
because it is bigger. I agree with Ted, 
and that takes intelligence on our part 
and that of the trout. Ted sometimes 
likes to add a bit of extra colour, a jungle 
cock eye or holographic wire, to his 
Claret Bumble variants. One late April 
evening I invited Ted to join me to fish 

“These days, I prefer to 
be the ghillie, rather than 
the angler, so don’t mind 
having to reel in first”

Ted Sivyer into a hard-fighting fish 
on Currane and (inset) the result
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where I had raised a couple of large, 
early season sea trout with a clear 
intermediate line and a fry imitation, 
but had failed to hook up.

 A nice breeze was blowing that would 
push us on to the shore, rather than 
along it, so I set the boat up for a short 
hundred yards, or so, drift. These days, 
I prefer to be the ghillie, rather than the 
angler, so don’t mind having to reel in 
first. First drift and the first of two six 
pounders, in two drifts, took Ted’s Claret 
Bumble variant close to the shore. 

Naturally, I couldn’t help but scrounge 
one of his flies for myself, as I often 
do, and as I tied it to my cast I heard 
the voice of my boat builder, Larry 
MacAlinden, from memory.

Some years ago, one evening in a 
caravan on Lough Mask, sorting through 
a pile of flies that really needed a 
shovel, Larry summed up fly choice like 
only an Irishman can. 

“Aye, trout like a bit of colour”.

Returning a beautiful Sea 
trout under watchful eyes

Cloghvoola Fishing Lodge

Special offer for Off the Scale readers!
A three night stay with Val and Roger Baker at Cloghvoola Fishing Lodge, 
and two days fishing on Lough Currane for Sea trout and Salmon, with 
Roger as guide and mentor. Included: accommodation, all meals, tackle and 
instruction. 

Special price of €295 per person (based on two sharing), SAVING OVER 
€200 per person on normal price! 

No previous fly fishing experience necessary. If a non-fishing wife or partner 
wants to learn or just wants to sit in the boat and watch, that’s okay too, the 
scenery is spectacular!

Email: info@cloghvoola.com or telephone 066 9478009

http://www.cloghvoola.com
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“Unwinding” Carl Dixon presents a short film about Glenda Powell, a world champion fly 
casting instructor in Ireland. It evokes her love of rivers and she recalls the 
people who sparked her lifelong fascination with fly fishing. A gentle, slow-
moving film which was recorded along the Blackwater River, Co. Cork.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-VJ8-Xl9wI
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Tackle
TartTackle reviews by 

Ben Carvosso

Over the coming months I will be doing a series of tackle reviews on 
items that I have tried and tested. I will try to make them as honest 
as possible, warts and all, to give you, the reader, an idea on how 
they perform before parting with your hard earned cash. This issue I 
will take a look at three items that I have been using and found to 
be of great use in various fishing situations.

ROVEX ARCTIC BOOTS

First up are the increasingly popular 
Rovex Arctic Boots. I got put onto these 
by a well-known Irish specimen angler 
about 18 months ago who thoroughly 
recommended them. For some reason 
these boots are not exclusive to Rovex 
and a number of other companies are 
selling the exact same boot at various 
different prices. The first ones I picked up 
were the Rovex version, but I have since 
purchased a pair that are identical in 
every way but made by a company called 

Lemigo. From browsing online I see that TFG and Kanyon also sell them, and I am 
sure if you delve a little deeper there might be more. 

First impressions when you pick them up in a shop are their incredible lightness. 
The EVA material is something along the lines of the stuff they use to make 

‘Crocs’. Putting them on really brings home the difference between these and 
regular wellies. My previous boots included pairs of Ron Thomson Thermal boots 
and the rugged, but very cumbersome, Skee-tex. Don’t get me wrong, these boots 
have served me well, especially in the depths 
of winter, but walking any distance with a pile 
of gear on your back is not the easiest or most 
comfortable task. 

When I first took a few steps in the Rovex boots, I knew they would make life a lot 
easier for those long distance treks to those hard to reach spots we all love. They 
weigh three times less than previous boots I have owned. Another nice feature 
is they mould to the shape of your foot after a while which really makes them fit 
really snuggly. 

The marketing blurb says they are good to keep your toes toasty at -30°C and who 
am I to argue. I doubt many anglers will ever get to test their claims, but, having 
been out in -5°C, I can say they really did keep my feet extremely warm. They have 
removable thermal liners which can be put in the wash, however these do have a 
shelf-life, and I have not found anywhere that sell them separately which is a bit of 
a minus.

Another slight gripe I had was after standing on a large piece of glass which was 
sticking up in the grass one winter’s morning. It sliced right through the boot and 

my foot with ease, which wasn’t the 
best way to start a day’s pike fishing. 
I doubt it would have penetrated a 
heavier duty boot but these are the 

things you sacrifice in the name of lightness and comfort. It didn’t put me off 
buying another pair though; you just have to know their limitations. They are not 
designed to kick down walls and walk on fire, but are a godsend for anglers who 
like warmth, lightness and real comfort.  

I use them all year round and have even slept in them which may sound gross, but, 
when you are having a busy night at the lake, it saves time faffing about when your 
bite alarm is singing and a fish is going for the nearest snag. I have also used them 
for sea fishing and they cope relatively well with slippery rocks. Again, they are a 
godsend for shore anglers who often 
need to walk considerable distances to 
reach a mark. 

Up to 35% lighter than 
normal boots!

Suitable for coarse, game 
and sea fishing situations

Incredibly light, comfortable 
and very warm
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I mentioned Skee-tex earlier, and I see for the 2015 season they have released their 
own version of the ultra-light boot. From looking at the design they seem to be pretty 
similar to the Rovex ones but they have added their own version of the liner which 
maybe a step up in quality. These may possibly be sold separately, which is something 
I will look at if I do buy another pair. 

More good news is that the boots won’t break the bank, but prices vary from shop 
to shop. The cheapest I have seen is Main Irish Angling who sell the Lemigo version 
for €28.99, whilst the average seems to be around the €40-45 mark for the Rovex 
branded boots. The Skee-tex ones are retailing on their website for £35 sterling. 
Despite some of their limitations, these really have 
been a revelation for me and I can honestly say they 
are definitely worth investigation if you are in the 
market for a new pair of boots. 

HORIZON WIRELESS CASTABLE-PLUS FISH FINDER

Next up this issue we have the Horizon Fish 
Finder which I added to my tackle over 
the winter period. I am sure some of you 
remember when the Smart Cast was first 
released. Well, this is a similar product, but 
sold by a UK company who have tinkered with 
the design and come up with a system that has 
a lot of improved features. 

For anyone that has not come across the Smart 
Cast, it is a sonar unit that can be attached to 
your line and cast out into the water to give a 
number of readings. You then have a receiver 
with a screen that you keep on the bank which 
shows the various results. 

From reading up on the Smart Cast it seemed 
to be a bit of a ‘marmite product’ - some raved 
about, whilst others dismissed it as a bit of a 

RRP: €40-45

gimmick. On doing 
my usual extensive 
research I came 
across a company 
called Horizon who 
had a very good 
reputation amongst 
the notoriously fickle 
pike anglers who 
really abuse their 
tackle in the harshest 
of conditions.

Horizon offer a 
number of variations 
of the fish-finder, 
from bait boat kits to 

the castable one which interested me. I do a lot of exploring on new venues and 
one of my guilty (some call it nerdy) pleasures, is trawling through OS maps and 
finding remote lakes and rivers to investigate. I have used a marker float for many 
years, and it is an excellent technique to learn, but it isn’t really practical when you 
are trying to build a quick picture of a number of waters when on an exploratory 
trip. 

With this wireless device I can rock up to a water, cast out the sonar and get a 
very quick picture of the depths, contours, lake-bed 
make-up and also get some fish readings, all in one 
cast. Now I would not really be too interested in the 
fish readings and would take them with a pinch of 
salt, but locating ledges or shelves on a large piece 
of water can very quickly show you where to cast a deadbait on a winters day, or 
provide some insight to where may be of use to put some prebait, later in the year 
for other species. 

On looking at the Horizon website, I saw the two castable versions they did and 
opted for the deluxe version, as you do. So what do you get for your money?

The package included a castable sonar with a battery inserted and also a spare 
battery (CR2032), which is handy as they are not the most common ones on the 

Much improved 
on previous castable 

fishfinder designs

http://www.masterlinewalker.co.uk/rovex-arctic-thermal-boots.html
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The deluxe version 
has a 100yard range

market. The improved receiver with a 
bankstick mounting kit also arrived in the 
box. They also include a mains charger 
and a travel adaptor. Finally, you get a 
car charger and lead, instructions and 
information leaflet.

What swayed me towards Horizon as 
opposed to the cheaper versions on eBay 
from China was the after sales service. 
If you do have any problems with the kit 

they will sort it out for you double quick and hassle free, which is a big plus when you 
buy any fishing products online. 

As I frequently fish a huge variation of inland waters from intimate ponds to vast 
loughs, range was another factor to look at, and the fact that the deluxe version 
has a 100 yard range was another plus point. However, since buying the device, the 
coverage has not been the problem but rather trying to cast it the full 100 yards, as it 
is not the heaviest.  I have managed to cast it about 80 yards and this suits the swims 
I have been looking at lately, but I think if you tinkered with your rod and reel line you 
may get the extra distance if you really needed it. 

So what do I make of it so far? Well it has done exactly what I have asked of it. It has 
given me accurate readings and the response time from sonar to receiver is instant. I 
have given it a couple of tests in waters where I know the depths and contours and it 
has been spot on. The equipment seems well made and although I am sure it comes 
from the far-east and is remodeled by Horizon, the fact that I know I have after-sales 
protection gives me that piece of mind.

If I have any worries about the kit, it would be that the receiver is not water proof but 
they do tell you this before buying. A simple sandwich bag over it will give it some 
protection in wet weather, but I would avoid giving it a dunking.

When I travel to a new water that may be well off the beaten track, I can I have 

my marker rod set up with this attached, along with a large storm pole and the 
receiver in a pocket. I can walk miles with this lot and I suppose if you wanted to 
swap the rod for a smaller and lighter spinning rod, that would do the same job.  
Setting it up takes seconds and I am getting some really useful information with 
just a couple of casts. 

The deluxe receiver has a high resolution screen with 132x132 pixels, and the 
4-level grey scale can differentiate between weed, detritus and rock as they come 
up in differing shades of grey and black. The menu is fairly standard although I have 
not tinkered too much with the settings. It also has an inbuilt antenna which will 
improve coverage for long casts.

Horizon currently do two versions, with the standard one coming in at £69.99 (plus 
postage) whilst the deluxe version retails at £89.99 (plus postage).  The company 
does a number of fish finders for bait boat users which look pretty impressive, but I 
have not seen them in the flesh so cannot comment. 

You can read more about the product on their website, order direct from them or 
find a list of local stockists.

RRP: £69.99 - 89.99

http://www.horizonfishfinders.com/
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Not just a  Summer species 

With Jason Summers
Words & photography: Bill Brazier
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In many respects the lake still looked 
bleak after its winter endurance. The 
marginal weed had yet to take hold; the 
surrounding trees were still bare except 
for some struggling willow blossoms 
and the reed beds remained a lacklustre 
gold. Although Spring was underway, 
it was unmistakably still early for our 
chosen quarry – or was it? 

     Our intrepid angler, Jason Summers, 
disagreed and had been disproving 
and dispelling the myths around when 
exactly tench season began for weeks 
now. Many fish had fallen to his rods 
in March and even as far back as mid-
February this year. This is a trend that 
Jason experiences annually even though 
the vast majority of coarse angling fans 
wouldn’t dream of dedicated tenching 
until at least after Easter. Even then, most 
still perceive ‘Old Red Eye’ as a summer 
species, when anglers target them in 
weed-choked margins on misty dawns. 
“The tench are still there in the colder 
months”, clarifies Jason, “they don’t 
just disappear!” Whilst their activity is 
certainly reduced the tench still need to 
feed, even through the winter. “I think 
the main reason people don’t catch 
tench outside of the traditional periods 
is that they simply don’t fish for them, 
and even when they do their tactics and 
timing is often incorrect”. Jason is a tench 
fishing addict and has honed his skills 
and gathered his extensive knowledge 
through countless trips over many years. 

     I arrived at our chosen venue (Ballyhoe 
1) two nights in to Jason’s three night 
stay. He had already managed two 
tempt six early season tench to a weight 
of 4lb or so. The fishing was good but 
predictably intermittent given the 
impending weather change- a large area 
of high air pressure with slackening winds 
was moving in over the country. Yet his 
tactics were still catching. I guess many 
anglers today, regardless of discipline, 
focus primarily on rigs and terminal 
tackle when trying to understand an 
anglers extraordinary catches. And 
whilst Jason’s rigs were well thought out 
and undoubtedly effective, they were, in 
his own words, “nice and simple”. Most 
of his tenching is done behind two rods 
on bite alarms, especially early on in the 
year - it makes the (sometimes long) 
wait for bites infinitely more bearable. 
Float fishing is usually employed after 
spawning in the summer, when short 
dawn and dusk feeding spells lend 
themselves to short sessions.

     To aid presentation over a range of lake 
beds Jason utilises ‘helicopter’ or rotary 
rigs, which almost eliminate tangles on 
the cast and, as the lead or swim feeder 
hits the bottom first, allows the hooklink 
to settle gently on any substrate. I am 
sure many specialist coarse anglers will 
cringe at the thought of placing bait 
directly on the hook, but this is what 
Jason favours for maggots. “Not every 
rig has to incorporate a hair!”, he insists, 
as he nicks two maggots and a caster 
onto a size 12 hook. For added strength 
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and security, the hooklink revolves 
around a short leader of heavier mono 
or fluorocarbon. Incidentally these same 
principles are incorporated into many 
mainstream sea angling shore rigs.

     Given the choice, Jason will invariably 
use maggot feeders (40-60g) and 
maggots as the bait on his short 3-4” 
mono hooklinks. “Tench love maggots 
and they are easily the most effective 
bait. Once the fish get switched onto 
them they will actively seek out every 
last one, and wait for more!” And it is 
that impatient waiting that is so vital to 
encourage in the fish, for this is when the 
tench (indeed most species) will become 
aggressive and care-free is their feeding, 
thus making them a whole lot easier 
to catch. “When fishing with maggot 
feeders you have to work at it, you need 
to be active and recast frequently to 
top the swim up. Tench are very curious 
creatures and a splash followed by bait 

falling through the water column is often 
very hard for them to ignore” explains a 
determined Mr. Summers.

     The day and evening had turned out 
lovely, with little wind, blue skies and 
strong sunshine. Yet, as pleasant as it 
was sitting beside the lake, watching 
nature, drinking tea and quietly listening 
to the football on the radio, Jason still 
consistently made the effort to recast 
his rods and ‘work the swim’. As in 
most angling, feeding is key. “It’s no 
good casting out a feeder or PVA bag 
full of maggots and leaving it there 
all day. That’s a very ineffective, inert 
way of fishing. Smaller fish will eat the 
bait too, remember.” To this end, Jason 
periodically added more bait to the 
swim throughout the afternoon and 
evening with a Spomb. It was clear that 
accuracy was high on his list of priorities. 

Both lines were marked with pole elastic 
at the desired distance, and the Spomb’s 
contents fell directly over the hook baits 
too, thanks to the use of the reels’ line 
clip.

     “Through the Winter and early Spring, 
tench are in tight groups, I guess as there 
is little weed cover for them to hide from 
predators in. I have found that many fish 
won’t stray far from the group, so if you 
are on fish with one rod and the other 
hookbait is too far away you might not 
catch anything on that second rod”. This 
explained why Jason fished both rods 
within 5 yards of each other on this 
session.

     At around 6pm, after hours of 
wondering just when or even if the 
tench would feed next, Jason’s left hand 
alarm signalled a pretty violent bite. 
We dropped our tea mugs and Jason 
grabbed the rod and me the camera. The 
tench put up a short but spirited scrap 
on his exquisitely balanced set up, small 
reels loaded with robust 10lb mainline 
and a light, through-action rod of 1.5lb 
test curve. Seeing that little red eye and 
paintbrush-like tail break the surface 
and glide into the waiting net made me 
wish I had devoted more of my time to 
fishing for tench before the usual late 
April/early May period. Jason’s reward 
for a hard day’s work was a beautiful 
female of some four and a half pounds. 
She had been through a few battles, 
with evidence of a previous pike attack 
when younger. Like many early season 
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tench this one was dotted with small 
red blotches. We both agreed that this 
is typically caused by stress and perhaps 
leeches during the winter months when 
tench can lie dormant for long periods 
of time.

     Shortly after returning the female, 
Jason’s other rod was away and after 
another good fight an average sized 
pristine male tench was posing in the 
early evening sun for the camera. I was 
incredibly excited at the prospect of a 
feeding spree and managed to get my 
own baits in the water – well, it would 
have been rude not to! Even Jason 
shared my optimism for a couple more 
fish before dark (which is generally 
unproductive on most waters at this 
time of year) but although we waited 
expectantly, no more action came our 
way. The day ended with a glorious 
sunset though and we were both 
delighted to be by the water, sharing our 
passions for angling.

     Despite chatting about all things 
fishy until quite a late hour, we 
both got some decent sleep under 
the clear skies before awaking at 
5.30am, well before first light. No 
bites developed during darkness, 
not even from a bream or hybrid. 
Jason re-baited and re-cast with 
pinpoint accuracy before settling 
down with a cup of coffee to watch 
for signs of rolling tench. 
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His enthusiasm and dedication are 
an example to all anglers. Beginning 
in February and ending at the start 
of Autumn (when his attentions turn 
briefly to other species like bream or 

carp), rarely does a day go by when he 
isn’t either fishing or at least pre-baiting 
and watching tench waters. “I often just 
go down to some of my favourite small 
loughs without rods, and just sit there, 

waiting to catch a glimpse of a big tench, 
trying to work out their patrol routes 
and feeding patterns” He frequently 
prepares swims and fishes before going 
to work – something very few would 
have the drive to do.

It is little wonder that Monaghan-based 
Jason Summers has caught so many 
large Irish tench. For those interested 
in facts and figures, this is a man who 
has, at the time of publication, landed 
an astonishing 49 tench over 7lb and 
no fewer than five fish over 8lb. His 
personal best is simply mind-boggling. 
Incidentally, Nick Parry’s long-standing 
Irish record tench weighed 8lb 2.25oz. 
Clearly, Jason is an angler not interested 
in the spotlight or records, rather one 
who simply loves doing what he does.
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“Tactics, methods and baits for 
early season tench are all well and 
good but what about the choice of 
venue?” I ask the main man over 
a feast of sausages, rashers and 
eggs. “Of course” Jason replies 
“not all waters are the same. Some 
are much deeper and take longer 
to warm up early on. Some have 
major inflows [rivers] which cause 
the water levels and temperatures 
to fluctuate more. Some are 
shallow and reach a higher 
temperature more quickly, and 
produce more weed and natural 
food as a result. It is the shallower 
lakes and ponds I look for in late 
winter/early spring” I ask him to 
define “shallower”; what depth 
is he typically looking for? “Just 
into double figures is good starting 
point, 10ft+. Tench tend to shoal 
up when there is little weed about, 
for protection. They are unlikely to 
venture into very shallow water 
(although warmer) for this same 
reason. I suppose a decent depth 
gives them the best of both worlds 
– fresh weed growth, natural 
food and shelter” However, Jason 
was keen to point out that “this 
is angling and there are no hard 
and fast rules. On paper a water 
or a swim might look great, but in 
reality it may not produce tench in 
any numbers until more traditional 
times” The moral here is that there 
is no substitute for experience and 
effort.

     We saw a 
couple of tench 
roll at first light 
over the baits 
and we were 
both confident 
of a bite or two 
before the sun 
burned through. 
However, it didn’t 
happen. Still, all 
was not lost. It was 
a spectacular spring 
day - cloudless, 
calm and very warm 
– a pleasure to be 
out in, whether we 
caught any more 
fish or not. We 
witnessed small pike 
spawn in the flooded 
margins, saw a bi-
plane fly overhead, 
spied many different 
types of birds diving, 
flying and defending 
their patches of water, 
watched a dog swim 
perilously after a pair of mallards 
(!) and made plans for the rest of 
the season. The dramatic weather 
change had ended our chance of 
bagging another few ‘tincas’ but, 
as Jason reassured me, “it’s only 
April, there’s plenty of fishing to be 
done yet!”

This feature was fished at Ballyhoe 
1 Lake, near Carrickmacross, Co. 
Monaghan. The venue has long been 
renowned as one of Ireland’s top tench 
and bream fishery’s and is now under 
the management of the forward thinking, 
pro-active Meath Hill Angling Club. 
Membership of the club is just €20 per 
year and allows access to Ballyhoe 1 & 
2, Rahans, Derry and Desceart Loughs.

Contact: Garrett O Reilly 
087-689 9380 
www.ballyhoelake.com 

http://www.ballyhoelake.com 
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I go fishing not to find myself... 

...but to lose myself
Joseph Monniger



Casting a new eye on angling

Thanks for reading...

Off 
the 

Scale
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